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June 24, 1970
Letters to the Editor
do.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) — State Agriculture Commissioner Murray Ledger le Times
The Kentucky Tobacco Re- J. Robert Miller and the dean Murray, Kentucky 420'71
The SKEI (Saving Kentucky's
search Board, created by the of the UK College of AgriculEducation Institutions) petitions
1970 General Assembly, was to ture.
Catholics and Protestants fight- conduct its first meeting as an
Funding for the board, which currently circulating in the Lexing in Ireland as they have for official body at the University eventually will draw on more ington and Kentucky area —
several hundred years. We don't of Kentucky today.
than $2 million annually from for our campaign is swiftly
know how they correlate this
the next tax, was to go into ef- branching out to cover the enThe 1970 General Assembly fect today.
tire state — has indications of
fighting with their religion.
increased the state tax on a
The General Assembly pro- being very successful. We have
Our friend J. B. Curd comes on package of cigarettes by one vided for a committee of nine been contacted by college grastrong with another poem. Here half cent to three cents per permanent members of the re- duates, professors, 'students,
pack to fund the new board,
It is.
search board. The board, in high school teachers and prinwhich is charged with the return, was to name a tobacco cipals, engineers, laborers, secif you get o/d, it is no &gime search of smoking and its con- company representative and retaries, businessmen — all eagwhen you see the lines upon nection with bad health.
three members at large today to er to help circulate these petiBy DONALD R. FINLEY
As its first official act, the
your face. As you have walked
make up a full 13-member body. tions in the hopes that through
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Ninedown that winding road and new board is expected to name
Miller and the this campaign, we may avoid
addition
to
In
teen-year-olds born on July 9,
upon your Micalders with a a chairman and officially re- UK dean, the new board will the kinds of disturbances- concognize its membership. Two
1951, were assigned the No. 1
heavy lead.
have as members representa- trary to the traditional Amercall-up for induction next year
Your steps are short and very members included on the board tives from the Kentucky farm ican way of life.
In the national draft lottery
The bask provisions of the
slow and DOW you have not far by virtue of the new law are organization, the Tobacco Wareheld today.
to ea.
house Association, the Dark- SKEI petition are:
The birthdate was the 11th
You lost the race you should
I. Abolish University reeot
Fired Tobacco Warehouse As.
picked' In the fateful drawing to
have wc..zi and yeti re_t
on of radical student orgam
soeiation, Burley Tobseee Waredecide the military Ethtre oT
for the setting sun.
house Association, and the izations, especially the SDS and
600,000 is-yeer-olds, and a
chairmen of the state Senate Black Panthertype organisaThis elves you an idea as to
capsule drawing from ia macerand House committees on agri- tions.
what kind of thinker Mr. Curd
2. Abolish favorable open
By GEORGE SKELTON.
ate drum Savo AM/ V _the, No.
culture.
is. He's been here over 90 years
speaker policy, to wit UK's po- IA:ANGELES (UPI) — eon- 1 position in the priority order
and is still sharp as a briar.
licy which ;glows such radicals
fident his controversial Cambo- okSelective Service eallup.
C. Gresham ktarmion, of Louas Leary, Kuntsler, Aptheker
dian operations have disrupte
Thus, under the two-capsule
isville,
Bishop
of
the
Diocese
of
The new Murray High School
to speak.
plans for conquest, Pre- system - Sept. 16 was the first
Hanoi's
Kentucky,
will
visit
St. John,
is getting underway. Trees are
prepared
stu3. Expel all University
sident Nixon today
birthdate drawn, but youths
Episcopal Church Sunday, July
coming down which we are sordents who advocate violence,
to defend his Southeast Asia born on that date were assigned
5. He will have the morning
this
is
progress.
ry to See, but
THE HIGH AND THE MIGHTY—President Nt.ItCirr chili with
policies in an hourlong televi- an induction priority of 189.
service and celebrate Holy Con. by United rress international burning of buildings, "killir.g
As more and more people poputwo new members of the Supreme Court—Chief Justice of
The death of a Davies. Coun- 'pigs,'" and tuimerous other
sion appearance.
The 10 birthdates drawn primunion
at
9:00
a.
m.
rather
late) this earth, there will be
:the U.S. Warren Burger Heft). and Aasociate-Juattee- Harry
The President's participation er to,July 9 -ranged in priority
than the regular 10:30 service. ty girl Tuesday night in Ohio enemy-aiding actions.
leas and lees space for plants
4. Prosecute, according to law,
A. Blackmun (right --at the White House in Washington.
tonight in this unique examina- order from 5 for Oct. UNto 257
Visitors are welcome to at- County raised the state toll for
and wildlife.
the year to 465 — compared all students and others who dLetion of his policies was seen as for July 12 through the luck of
tend.
with 487 through this date last turb our peace, burn our buildanother of the steps he is tak- the draw.
We passed along the Doran Road
ings and destroy either their
year.
ing to build public support he
After a momentary mec hamYOUNG CEMETERY
this morning and workmen were
people or our own, especially
The fatality:
believes necessary to convince cal hitch which delayed the
Persons interested in the upbusy pushing down trees, etc.
HARTFORD: Belva Jo Ridge- our police.
North Vietnam it must negot- drawing by 15 minutes, the leeSycamore street will be extend- keep of Young Cemetery are way, 10, of R.R. 4, Utica, was
5. Identify and expose to the
iate an end to the conflict.
mid national lottery began
ed westward to intersect with asked to send their donations killed Tuesday night in a two- public, professors and outside
There were indications he smoothly under a scientifically
Doren Road. It will be cut thro- to Hugh Arnett, Route 7, Mur- car collision on US. 231 eight agitators who represent a threat
might use the occasion to name devised system aimed at makugh, gravelled and graded this ray, phone 753-5592.
to our Government.
a new chief negotiator at Paris ing the order of selection as
miles north of Hagtford.
summer and paved next year.
If you are an alert American
as a concession toward moving truly random as possible.
By DAVID A. LAHUE
some 6,000 "select" industries the peace talks which have now
— one who hasin't been lulled
Two capsules were drawn
All things must come to en end.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(UPI — Call, throughout the midwest.
into the death-sleep by t he
been stalled for more than two from -two separate drums —
Oacx gave up his fishy ghost
He added that re-financing years.
boob-tube or persuaded by half- ing the current economy "soft,'
one bearing a date of birth; the
this week. He weighed at least
truth pseudo-intellectualise, If State Oominerce Commissional was not a new plan but incorThe President flew here other determining the priority
a potuxi.
you can still discern right from Paul W. Grubbs Tuesday an. porating it with other state Tuesday afternoon by helicopter a youth born on that day would
Where are you japing my pretty
wrong, join us. We must seinenounced the "Kentucky Plan' plans for aid to small and me- from the Western White House be called for induction.
lice Attracting smell end med dium-sized industries is new. at San Clemente shortly after
Write: SKEL 2421 Yunia
One of the drums contained
lerVilkr&
(Special to the Ledger & Times) iocal area who were going to Lexington, Kentucky 40503.
aisnniae industry PO the 01081' Grubbs said those industries welcoming Mrs. Nixon back
my ptetty maid?
Ineenresith.
contacted so far were "very in- from her three-day trip to Pe- 365 rod reiwgialWash containThis Fall, a greater propor- college in 1960.
June Gri
Mrs.
ing the month and day of the
Atchoo, atchoo, air, she said.
Grubbs said that under the terested in the concept but as ru. The .First Lady carried reHow much they will have to
tion of Calloway County's young
year. The other held green capwhere
plan
upon
the
state
will
yet
pay
will
depend
offer
none
have
signed."
to repeople than ever before will
lief supplies and demonstrat- sules containing a number. The
That's another old thing we used
industry
2p.
range
is
finance
such
"Many
of
these
with
ccenpanies are ed American concern for the
they are going. The
be heading for college.
two sets of capsules drawn in
to repeat when we were kids.
year bond issues and financial in obsolete and inefficient fa- earthquake victims there.
broad.
' conjunction held the fete of
It is about as old as the scisaid.
cilities in congested areas, and
And, for the parents of most
At r state colleges and other
series
of
a
arranged
Nixon
sors and knife joke.
He said the offer was a "tem. could conceivably realize a conferences with his aides at this year's class of selective serof them, it presents a bigger publicly-supported institutions
vice registrants.
porary one," and was aimed at more favorable cost picture and
financial problem than before the average outlay will be about
the Century Plaza Hotel here
It was the second time in
cash position if they located in today to prepare for the probecause college costs have been $1,250 for tuition, fees, room
LOUISVILLE (UPI) — A
seven months the Selective Se,r
Kentucky," Grubbs said.
and board. That is the price group of Kentucky tobacco farzooming skyward.
gram, titled "A Conversation vice System conducted a ranThe result is that funds they for those living in the state. mers filed a notice of appeal
with the President on Foreign dom drawina of birthdates to
Appropriate
Is
Time
higher.
bad set aside for the purpose For non-residents it is
Tuesday with the U.S. Sixth
determine which youths reach"Many industries are retren- Policy."
salsa Press astersstloss!
Private colleges also vary Circuit Court of Appeals in Cinare no longer adequate. Added
ching
or sitting on their plans Howard K. Smith of ABC, ing age 19 would be called up
to this is the fact that bank widely in cost, the average be- cinnati, seeking to gain a hear
NBC
and
for possible induction. Only the
for expansion because of the John Chancellor of
Kentucky: Fair and hot today loans are harder to get, inter- ing about $2,720, the Office of jag for their suit to halt broadsoftening economy," he said, Eric Severeid of CBS will ques- estimated 600,000 men born in
and tonight. Partly cloudy est rates are high and Federal Education states.
cast messages linking smoking
"This is the very time when a tion Nixon. The live, unre- 1951 were affected by the new
Thursday with widely scattered aid to needy students has been
But that's not all. Then comee with cancer.
refinance program would be ap- hearsed program will cover lottery.
thunderstorms mostly in north reduced.
the cost of transportation,
June
dismissed
The suit was
the sidede range of foreign popropriate."
The lottery had a new presidportion. Continued hot ThursHardest hit by the mounting books, clothing, recreation and 1 in US. District Court at Lexlted to center ing officer and a complicated
said any excess of licy Imit weelasi
Grubbs
day. Highs today and Thursday costs and, the tight money con- miscellaneous items.
ington by Special U.S. Judge
new system to assure the 365
mainly mid and low 90s. Lows ditions are those families that
WALTER WHITEHEAD capital- realiia- by such
Taking everything into eon C. G. Neese of Tennessee in a
move
birthdates and the draft numtonight upper 60s' and lower have more than one child going sideration, the total cost of preliminary hearing. It contends
SALOON'
— South Viet- panies because of the
used for research or
bers that go with them are as
70s.
to college at the same time. a year in a public college at the farmers have been damaged namese troops and Cambodian gbuld be
working capital.
close to pure remit= selection
They have to dig even deeper. this time is around $1,750 and, Iry anti-smoking. messages car- mercenaries trained by Amn"Even though the progress
as possible.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Based upon the number of in a private college, $3,400.
ried by the American Broad- esia- Green Berets arrived today so far this year indicates we
Curtis Tarr, a former PentaExtended weather outlook for Calloway County students headThe $1,773,000 price tag for casting ABC. Columbia Broad- in Phnom Penh to protect the
equal to the
gon official, replaced the vetKentucky Friday through Sun- ing for college and upon the Calloway County parents is on casting System CBS and Na- Cambodian cepital from Com- have investments
first six months of last year,"
eran Gen. Lewis B. Hershey as
day-.
new tuition rates, local families the presumption that the local tional Broadcasting Company munist attack. Other units began clearing Phnom Penh's com- said Grubbs, '-"The next six monSelective Service director last
Partly cloudy and warm Fri- will be carrying a $1,773,000 students-will divide equally be. NBC.
hopeful
in
very
ths are not
spring. Under his guidance the
munication lines.
day through Sunday except for load for the coming academic tween public and private col.
John W. /loon of the Kenterms of generating great numlottery procedure was revised
cool nights. A chance of thund- year, it is estimated.
loges.
Military sources in Mao* bers of new industrial jobs."
tucky Farm Bureau Federation,
to answer scientific complaints
ershowers mainly east Friday
Data on college enrollments
by
United
Press
International
acting as spokesman for the to- Penh said a South Vietnamese
He said it seemed "timely,"
that the Dec. 1, 1969 drawing
and west Saturday and Sunday. for the coming semester and on
It was 89 at Phoenix,
bacco farmers who are plaint- armored force had moved into therer64, for industries to "rePROMOTED IN SERVICEwas statistically distorted.
Lows in the mid 50s to the mid the costs involved were compilhighthe
keep
open
early
position
to
today.
At
Bozeman,
Mont.,
iffs in the suit, said the farmevaluate Their financial struc60s. Highs in the upper 70s to ed by the U.S. Office of Educaers felt they have never had way leading south to Kompong ture and possibly plan for a re. the temperature was 39. And
the upper 80s.
tion, the Census Bureau and
James Patrick Murphy. on their "day in court" and there Sum, site of Cambodia's only financing program in a new lo- West Yellowstone, Mont., had
others.
major deep water port and sour- cation in Kentucky."
two inches of snow, which fell
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Murphy fore decided to appeal.
Their figures indicate that of Gastonic, N. C., has recently
Tuesday.
LADIES DAY CHANGED
The farmers have said they ce of its gasoline and oil sup1,840,000 youths will be start- been promoted to Spec. 4. He is can prove the smoking - cancer PlyIn many parts of the Eastern
Up To 40 Per Cent
Lend
column
Another armored
The Ladies Day luncheon ing college this year, bringing serving as a platoon medic with link messages are false and cansaid the Kentucky in half of the nation it was an
Grubbs
scheduled for July 8 at the Cal- the total enrollment to a re- the 173rd Airborne Brigade in not be scientifically established moved up the Phnom Penh- dustrial Development Finance uncomfortable night for sleeploway County Country Club has cord 7,700,000.
South Vietnam. His wife, Wan- If given an opportunity to take Bangkok highway with the dual Authority was in a position to (Continued on Page Sixteen)
Calloway County's contingent da, is living with her mother, the vritness stand, Koon said.
purpose of keeping the highway
been chanted to July 7. Ladies
lend up to 40 per cent of the
open and putting the railway cost of new construction.
planning to attend should sign will total 690, it is estimated. Mrs. Velma Ross, at Route 1,
CLOSED ON FRIDAY
third
operation.
A
compares
with
270
in
the
back
into
line
This
up no later than Sunday.
Benton. .
Hg said Kentucky's industrial
force of South Vietnamese ma- revenue and legislation has enThe ;court. house offices will
rines began conducting clear: abled the state's communities
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) 11111
Mg operations along the Me- to finance approximately $700.- be closed all day Friday in ob- University of Kentucky Student
kong River east of Phnom Penh. 000,000 in inehistrial buildings, servance of the Fourth of-July Body President Steve Bright
holiday. The Sheriff may be
Communist forces have been machinery and plant sites.
predicted here Tuesday night
Jeanette Cathey of Murray, a reported as close as six miles "Kentucky leads all other reached at home, 753-2541. He that sludent activism wesuld be
PARKING
arrival
of
and
will,
Penh
answer
all
Phnom
calls,
he
said
to
at
Murrill
major
senior art
on the rise at UK this fall,
states in the use of industrial
THIS
State University, will present reinforcements plus heavy ship- revenue
though not necessarily in the
financing,"
bond
to
the
SIDE
aU.
S.
arms
MEETING
'
ments of
111. A. R. C. IL
her senior art eislahltion of
form of campus demonstrations.
Grubbs said. He added, "Also,
POSTPONED
bout 30 paintings, drawings ad Csanbodian army were expected negotiated sales of under $10
The Danville senior,- •interto ease the threat. Phnom Penh million can now be made withThe regular meeting date of viewed by a local television
prints July 1-15.
dispatches said two battalions out SEC Security Exchange the Kentucky Lake Chapter of WHAS-TV
news conference,
To be shown in the Kappa Pi of Khmer Krom mercenaries
the National Association Retired said the emergency of
Commission .registration."
several
room on the ground floor of the arrived in the capita& in a 40July
Civil
Employees
falls
on
unresolvable issues" would
He said. the current interest
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. truck convoy as part el the exwill
'post4th.
The
meeting
be
force students to become more
rate for bond iseuee in Kentucky
the show consists of work done panded U. S. aid proaram.
poned until the .tollowing Sat active in
is running 2 per cent under the
voicing their opinions.
by Miss Cathey over the past
In military operations, a U. S. prime interest rate; "from 7 urday, July 11th.
Bright called for better cotntwo years.
military apoltessnan in Saigon per cent on up."
munications between adminissaid Communist antiaircraft fire
conuneree commissioner
tration and students, but added
Her work deals primarily with shot down, two American heli- The
evolvPlan"
"Kentucky
he felt there were "too many
abstract ideas as they relate to copters hauling troops away said the
fact-finding tours of
past issues to patch up" fee.UK
representational things, with an from the Cambodian border, ed from
Midindustry throughout the
President Otis Singletary to re
emphasis on universality
killing eight GIs and. injuring west and along the West Coast,
gain a "good rapport" with the
five others.
but said the West Coast would
students.
Miss Cathay, the daughter of
not be interested because indusThe student leader said he
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Cathey of
If you have not receivTURN IN EQUIPMENT
try there has other problems.'"
hoped the arrival of Dr. RobMurray, was chosen as the out
ed your Ledger & Times
Anyone having VFW sicka three-man team
said
Grubbs
ert Zumwinkle, the new UK vice
standing senior art student for room
newspaper by 6 p.m. we „..Z.
equipment, especially including a member of the Depresident for sfudent affairs
the 1969-70 school year at Mur- wheel chairs
urge you to contact the
and hospital beds partment of Commerce Indus%%ill help to improve relations
ray State. She has been award- not in
use, is asked to turn them trial development. a private incity circulation manager,
with students and administra
ed a federal government scho- in. They are
asked to call J. D. dustrial developer and, a repre•
Michael A. Holton, at 753than.
larship for graduate study at
Williams, Murray, phone 753- sentative from a domestic bond8756. Please place your
Bright was one of 31 UK stu
Murray State following her gra 2662 or to Etroam
•
Tucker, Kirk- ing house will visit prospective
call before 610 p.m.
THEY'VE GOT YOU COMING AND GOING ON THIS STREET IN PITTSBURGH
duation August 7.
sey, phone 489-2467.
industries_
(Continued oh Page Sixteen)

Nineteen-Year-Olds Born On
July 9, 1951, No. 1 On List

President To Be
Interviewed On
Imight

Bishop blarmion To
Visit St. John's On
Sunday, Igly 5

•

•

Death of Ten Yea
Old Gil Ups Toll

"Kentucky Plan" For Attracting
Industry Is Outlined By Grubbs

College Costs Mount For
Cailowdy County Parents

Appeal Filed By
Tobacco Fanners

S. Vietnamese
Tritivs Arrive
In Phnom Pet

WEATHER REPORT

Montana ilat
Snow, Phoenix
Is 89 Degrees

More Trouble
Predicted At
UK This Fall

Jeanette Cathey To
Present Art Exhibit ;
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City Ordinance

ruaLtaium by LIMOS& & TIMES ruittimicwo COMPANY,
ORDINANCE NUMBER SW.
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Herald, October 30, MS, and the West Sentuctittan, BEING AN ORDINANCE DE(RARING THE NEED, NECELl
January 1, 1943.
SITY, DISLIIABILIIY AND Di163 N. 4th Street, Morray, Sasitsehy
TEN1ION OF THE CITY OF
JA.MEB C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO ANWe reeerve the right to re,teet any AdverUsanr. LeMee4 to lb. &IP"' NEX CERTAIN CONTIGUOUS
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the hies TERRITORY TO THE CITY OF
interest of our readers.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY; AND
ACCURATELY DEFINING THE
NATIONAL REPR.12312NTATIVMS: WALLACZ W1T1CIIS 00., 1MS
=RMadMin Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; "Time & Life Bing.. New Yeah. N.Y., BOUNDARIES OF THE
ECTORY WHICEI crry OF
Biapnenaon Rids., Detroit, Inas
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, PROEntered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for
POSES Ti) ANNEX.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
transmission es Second Class Matter
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
8UB8cIPTION RATES: By carrier in Murray. per week Me, per CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCMonth $1.52. In Cauoway and adjoining counties, per year, MAO;
A-S FOLLOWs:
Zoom 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $14.00. All service subscriptions ta-on. KY

—

MURRAY. KKPITUCKY
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Travel topics

WHEELER RE'l'IRES

Millions find N. Y.
great place to visit

WASHINGTON (UPI) — A
fly-over by 26 planes will honor
Gen. Earle G. Wheeler Thursday at a retirement ceremony
for the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

By MURRAY J. BROWN things to see and do in the
center.
UTI Travel Editor
The ceremony, hiaering an
During the winter months,
NEW YORK (UPI) - It is there is ice skating in a rink appearance by Defense Secretaprobably the most eophisti- below street level in the cen- ry Mtdvin R. Laird, will take
ated city in the world - and ter. In the summer, it is the place at Andrews Air Force
one of the noisiest and dirti- site of an outdoor restaurant. Base outside Washington. Wheewill be succeeded by Adm.
est.
Nearby is the beautiful ler
It is a center oof culture twin-spired St. Patrick's Ca- Thomas H. Moorer,
has the tallest buildings, and thedral, Fifth Avenue with its
probably more interesting pla- fashionable boutiques
and
ces to visit than any other shops, museums and art gal"The Owlatamibig Civic Maw ef a Cenasanity is the
•
city.
SECTION I: lug is is needleries, and Central Park, where
latagrity of its Newspaper'
It is New York, called "Fun you can go boating, horseback
ful, necessary end desirable
**
**
City" by its mayor. It can or bicycle riding, ride a horse •••••••• ••• •
Shot the following described
TON1414T-eru
ENOS
Lodi lying ad,lecent and cosbe just that sometimes - that drawn carriage through the
tiguous to the present liotiodary
is, except when there is a sub- park, or visit the zoo.
WEDNESDAY — JULY 1, 1970
"HANG 'EM HIGH"
limas of the City of Murray,
way strike, a newspaper strike,
On the east side of midKentucky, be annexed to said
a strike by garbage collectors town Manhattan is the 39- C
- and p. •
City of Murray, Kentucky, and
or any of the other labor pains story glass United Nations Sec- c
become a part thereof, to-wit:
GOOD,
BAD
AND 3
"THE
'
it periodically suffers.
3.
retariat building where about C
c
AREA NO. I
3.
THE UGLY"
About 16 million visitors 4,000 men and women from c.--.
!Ma
the
Beginning at a point on
--0
'J--'
0
came to New York last year its 126 member nations wrestle
-N,
southeast comer of tbe inand
found
that
it
is
a
great
with
world
the
affairs
of
the
tersection of Kentucky High0, Starts Thitrida
place
to
visit
even
though
they
guided
are
community.
There
ins tree in this picture has been entered In the Kan.
way Number 94 and South
The Calloway Fiscal Court met yesterday in special session to
wouldn't want to live here. tours of the huge complex, cc 1st Feature Thurs. & Frl.
tucky Division of Forestry 'Big Tree' contest. The tree has
18th Street; thence south
prepare the budget for the coming fiscal year.
And it is not all that expen- running from 42nd to 48th
been entered by Jack Jones of Route 4, Murray, and Is 14.4
with South 18th Street to a
Kentucky's new three per cent retail sales tax went into effect
sive.
'streets along the Ea-4 River.
point on Johnson Boulevard; feat In circumference. The Red Oak Is SR flee tall and has a
today, according to a release from Frankfort.
When the Giants played $1.50 for adults. 50 cent
EaSTVV000
Ihnis spread of SS foot. Standing beside the tree Is forest
thence east with Johnece
beat by Jackson last
The Murzas American Legion team_yras
_
baseball in the Polo Grounds -- for students and children under
Boulevard to * point on the ranger, Sorra McCiriston.
•
night, 9-6.
BLUff
before defecting to San Fran- five).
present AU. limits; thence
Ladies of the Calloway County Country Club entertained golfers
11
north with. fise present city
cisco - it used to be said the
And no one should miss a
from Illinois, Missouri, and Kentucky who participated in the Tri:Or;be0Mile
111•10n1
limits to a point on Locust
two cheapest things in New visit to the Empire State Build- IN COLOR
State Championship Golf tournament here this week.
ft/IMM
Land
A
ualIVEREAL
PICTURE
ALMANAC
Drive; thence west with the
York were a home run up there ing. on Fifth Avenue between
'8:101-isTee66600difis32R5e1
present city limits to a point
By United Press Internatinnat on Coogan's Bluff and the Sta- :33rd and 34th Streets. It is
Transfers
on the southwest comer of
Today is Wednesday, July 1, ten Island Ferry ride. The the tallest building in the
the present city limits; then• the 182nd day of 1970 with 183 ferry ride cost only a nickel world - 1,250 feet high, plus
ce north with the present
back in those days.
It 113 a 220-feet television and radio
IL H. and Mina Ramsey to to follow.
Calendarcity limits to a point on KenThe moon is between its first still a nickel (although the Ma- transmitting tower. There are
LEDGIIIt A Trams PILE
a dull town until
tucky Highway Number 94; Bobby G. Coehrum; lot in CM- quarter
yor
wants
phase.
to
boost
and new
it to 25 observatories on the 86th and
theism west with Kentucky Hovey County.
Sheriff McCullough
morning
stars are cents) and one of the most 102nd floors and on a clear
Mildred Beale Russell to J. The
1:11118way Number 94 to the
took over
Mercury
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McClain To Rick Renick Knocks Pinch Hit Grand Slam For Twins
I Get Back
In Game

(1.1970

ring an
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Force
Wheerg Adm.
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Capacity Crowd Of 51,050
Jam New Cincinnati Field

Weekly
Fishing Report

By RICHARD L. StiuUK
DETROIT (UPI)— A "nervous" Denny McLain slipped
Into Detroit Tuesday for a quiet
night's rest before resuming his
pitching career today for the
Detroit Tigers.
McLain, suspended for three
31 by Commismonths Mar
sioner Bowie Kuhn for avenciat,
log with gamblers. flew from
Lakeland, Fla., to Flint, Mich..
late Tuesday afternoon, it was
Press
United
by
learned

The Minnesota Twins dread'third inning rally and paced the
the day when they will have to Detroit Tigers' triumph. Cain
find a replacement for Harmon worked seven innings to gain
Killebrew, but when that day credit for his seventh victory.
comes they may not have to Roe Woods bomered for the
look, any further than their Yankees.
bench,
Bert Campaneris belted a
The Twins feel that 26-year- three - run homer to pace the
old Rice Renick is the heir Oakland victory and help Jim
apparent to Killebrew and the Hunter
his 12th triumph of
young
man isn't about to
dispute their claim.

to

e season.
Danny Walton snapped out of
long batting slump with a
pair of homers to pull the
Brewers to a come-from-behind
victory over California. Walton's two blasts helped Lew
Krausse to his sixth triumph.
Alex Johnson had a homer for

the Angels.
Run-scoring singles by Ed
Brinkman and Paul Casanova
In the seventh inning sparked
Washington Senators to
the
victory. Casanova, a catcher,
also saved the game for the
Senators in the seventh when
he picked Billy Conigliaro off
first.

FR AN KFOR T, Ky. (UP!) —
Remick's latest clutch effort
The Kentucky Department of Fish
came Tuesday night when he
and Wildlife Resources and black
pinch-hit a grand-slam homer
kieLLIIvu
bass are the two principal fish
By Vi
in the sixth inning to spark the
Milwaukee nipped California, 5being caught in Kentucky lakes
UPI Sports Writer
Twins to an 8-5 triumph over
4, Oakland beat Chicago, 4-3,
A c.apacity crowd of 51,050 and Minnesota outlasted Kansas and streams this week.
the Kansas City Royals.
A
lake-by-lake rundown has:
The homer came off ICS
Showed Up in Cincinnati Tues- City, 8-5.
Kentucky — Black bass good by
loin in the
night to
day
reliever Bob Johnson and wiped
New York lengthened its lead
festivities opening the new, In the Eastern Divisiun to two casting and fly fishing in the Blood
out a 5-2 Kansas City lead.
River area; white bass good in the International.
R iverfront
complete
Oddly enough, Johnson had
almost
games by beating Pittsburgh
winner
The former 31-game
same section over mud bars and
Stadium.
for the second straight time. A
the Cy struck out Renick a week
of
holder
two-time
and
of
Among the dignitaries on four-run rally in the sixth off rocky points; fair catches
before on exactly the same
Young Award then was driven
hand were Commissioner Bowie toning proved the difference. It black hags and bluegill in other
Detroit to stay at pitch which the Twins' slugger
to
friend
a
by
Kuhn but it seemed rather gave the Mets a 7-4 lead and sections Catfish and white bass
belted Tuesday night,
an iindisclosed location so he
fitting that the Cincinnati Reds they survived a two-run homer fair below darn.
night's sleep
good
a
get
could
secall
in
In other American League
Bluegill
Atlanta
Barkley
—
the
playing
were
by Willie Stargell in the ninth
first pitching
worms and crickets. Fair before making his
on
games,
tions
Baltimore topped CleveBraves so Rank Aaron also off
Jerry
pitcher
winning
appearance in nine mourns.
land, 4-2; Detroit downed New
could be present. He added his KOOSitiall... Tel:nulls_ ARGO h0- catches of black bass by casting
that
UPI
by
learned
It
was
and jigging artificial nightcrawYork, 5-3;
edged
Oakland
own special touch by becoming mered for the Mets.
manalers; white bass excellent from Jim Campbell, general
Chicago, 4-3; Milwaukee nipped
the first player to hit a homer
Leads with Homer
with
bank below the dams on ger of the Tigers, talked
California, 5-4; and Washington
in the new park in the first
Pinch-hitter Jose Cardenal the
McLain in Detroit Tuesday and beat Boston 3-1.
inning and the Braves went on led off the eighth with a homer spoons, flies and do jigs.
there's
Nolin — Bluegill good on worms Id him to "relax,
PitNew
defeated
York
to an 8-2 victory.
that snapped a 4-4 tie and gave
be nervous about." tsburgh, 7-6; Atlanta whipped
Aaron, who had two doubles St, Louis the victory over the and crickets and black bass fair nothing to
-year-old
26
"I know," the
Cincinnati, 8-2; St. Louis edged
besides the homer, said, "I slumping Cubs, who've lost 12 by casting surface and shallow
Detroit right-hander reportedly Chicago, 5-4; Montreal routed
guess that homer put me ahead straight. Bob Gibson, working runners in lower section.
help it
Cumberland — Fair catches of replied, "But I just can't
PIsits/iPlphia, 8-1; Houston beat
of somebody for having hit with three instead of his normal
croppie in upper —I'm nervous."
and
black
bass
Los Angeles. 6-2; and San Diego
homers in most parks."
eight
an
four days rest, pitched
on
pressure
of
lot
a
"There's
San Francisco 3-2 in
nipped
section of lake. Bluegill good and
Of course, no such official hitter for the vietory.
Mayo
Manager
in lower part. Some him," Detroit
National League action.
records are kept but Aaron has
Mack Jones drove in three croppie fair
club's
his
played in 19 different National runs with a pair of homers as limits of trout below darn on Smith said following
5-3 win over the New York
While Renick may be the
League parks since entering the Montreal
Philadelphia. worms and cheese.
beat
Rough River —Fair black bass Yankees Tuesday nighL "But Twins' future third baseman,
league in 1953.
Steve Renko pitched a threeon artificial worms off muddy the percentages are he'll be all Killebrew isn't ready to step
Carty Enjoys Park
hitter for the Expos. Rick Wise
aside yet. The 34-year-old
banks. Scattered catches of white right."
Rico Carty also enjoyed the suffered the loss.
The controversial off-tbe-fleid veteran belted his 21st homer
bass in the jumps. Bluegill and
new park as he drove in four
Denny Lemaster drove in
a three-run three runs with a single and a black haes fair in North Fork, but nearly always impeccable of the year to start the sixthruns including
Barren Reservoir— Fair black on-the-field McLain has bees inning rally and help reliever
homer in the third. Carly, homer and got credit for his
out for a month in Dick Woodson notch his first
who's been hitting under .250 in sixth victory as Houston beat bass on artificial worms off rocky working
Tout.OP molIMeo. orb.
his league-leading Los Angeles. Lemast r was points and white bass in scattered preparation for tonight's assign- victory of the season. Paul
June as
ment against Gary Waslewsld Schaal and Bob Oliver towered
average has slipped to .369.
lifted after walking the first Jumps.
ter the Royals.
Buckhorn — White bass and (1-1) of New York.
In other games, New York two batters in the seventh and
Upwards of 40,000 fans are
Two homers by Boog Powell
beat Pittsburgh, 7-6, St. Louis Jack DiLauro and-?fed Glad- crappie good by still fishing minnat Tiger and a solo blast by Don Buford
ows at night at 20 to 25 feet supposed to show up
topped Chicago, 5-4, Houston ding finished up.
Stadium, which has a capcity of enabled Baltimore to snap a
edged Los Angeles, 6-2, San
Bob Barton's two-run homer deep.
gets about 25. /
Two egors.
Herrington — Bluegill fair on 52,000, despite weather fore- three-game losing streak. The
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Dale Hollow — Fair bluegill in ning late this afternoon.
the American League, Diego the victory over San
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SPRINGFIELD, Ky. (UPI) — play.
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wo Louisville golfers tied for
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10, 1965 Churchill Crowns, several Canadian silver
in the third set before play was
AND I
dollars, 25 rolls of Indian Head pennies, 2 &igen
suspended.
DON'T
Wallace Inaguration medals, 1, 1911 Vs penni,l,
III cent piece, 1, 1850 Vs dollar from France, 1, 1917
AVE
Unless the underdogs win,
1917 Canadian Sc
1/2 penny from the Nederlands,
Taylor and Girneno
tweet
OTHER
2 penny from New Zeland, V nickels,
1
piece, 1, 1540 /
Australians Ken Rosewall and
FUSE
mercury dimes, 1, 1817 large penny, wide date, 1,
John Newcombe in the semifin00
••
1847 large penny, 1, 1863 white cent, 1, 1872 5 cent
-I
,
.014
als Thursday.
To lea IP
To
•••
with 13 stars.
Neve
The
second - seeded
101910 by i.Mool Poo.. h....,
•*
combe, the 1967 title winner,
NEW MERCHANDISE — Mustache cup brass spitovercame Roy Emerson, 6-1, 5toon from Sweden, brass coal hod. 2 Bohemian glass
7, 3-6, 6-2, 11-9, and Rosewall
bells, 1 cut glass bell, 5 beautiful pieces of cut glass,
battled to a 10-8, 6-1, 4-6, 6-2,
this is deep cut heavy leaded chrystal front-Poland,
victory over Tony Roche in the
1, 7 piece hand painted bowl and pitcher set, 2. bowls
two all-Australian quarter-finals
and pitchers — There will be a registeration charge
LE
AND WHERE
-5A.1 A
THAT PERISCOPEEXACTLY.
Tuesday.
of $1.00 per person, which will be deducted from
WAS THAT SHOT HALF MILE F'ROm
SIR!! IT'S ONE
IT CERTAINLY
MEN GET me
YOU
DID
THE TOWN OF
OF ?GASP,.
TAKEN
DOESN'T BELONG
your purchase, if you make no purchase you lose
Airs. court, the top women's
HERE TO WATCH THE FACE
TO ONE OF OUR
CRASTREE CORNERS,
$1.00 Selling outside of building will be 1, 1966 moseed said she Is "determined to OF THIS SLIM REGISTERNe
SUBS
1.1.5.R., SIR
del Ouchita fishing boat, 14' float with 70" beam, 1,
be on court" today for her
HIS LIMITED RANGE OF ,A
20 H. P. Johnson motor 1918 model, 1 Moody boat
semifinal against Rosie CasaLs
EXPRESSIONS, OR ,..
of San Francisco, despite a
trailer.
painful left ankle injury sustained in her winning quarterWest
against
Monday
final
Germany's Helga Niessen.

It can save you an arm and a leg.

Louisville Golfers
Lead Men's Tourney

I Artists
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0(
0(
0(
0(

raj 0,
0,
4111 0,
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AUCTION

Friday Evening, July 3rd
At

M.

American
Stakes
On Serv

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.

by Charles NUScinda

vanuts•

IT!!

Si

by Ernie Bushrniller

Nancy

poo.-

AYER

EFCS

by R. Van Barred

Abbie'N Slats

:Ay

rugiRs!

Free inspection, Fifday.26 from 9
till 5. Sale starts Promptly at 6.
Sale By

Snots
kin.

THOMAS WHITE
AUCTION and REALTY
Kuttawa, Kentucky Phone 388-7251

In the other women's semifinal today, Billie Jean King of the
United States, bidding for her
fourth Wimbledon title, meets
Francoise Durr of France, the
lone surviving unseeded woman
player.
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Engaged

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Executive ...Vice-President Calls On
Women To See What They Want Most
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) —For
some months now, Edward P.
Reavey Jr. leaves his executive
mite in Chicago and goes
knocking on the doors of
American homes.
He and his staff, visiting in 20
cities, want to learn what's
going on in the mind o( the
typical consumer.
In one city a neighbor saw
him enter the house next door
and called the police. She
thought he was a mugger, at
least, or a murderer, at worst.
The confrontation with police
ended in laughter but Reavey
has had some uneasy moments
with dogs.
So far he's learned that most
women are shocked to have a
vice president call on them,
that women want more soap
operas on television.
Learns During Visits
During the visits, he's also
bunt
— Women aren't too enthusiastic about someday having
educational devices to hook into
the television set to help
children learn more, faster at
home. "The typical response tb
such a proposal is"— 'Let them
go to the library and look it up
the way I had to" he said.
— Women, generally, show
disbelief over some upcoming
electronic developments aimed
at making life most convenient.
"They
cao't
believe that
someday the ordinary home can
have a closed circuit television
hookup with stores, eliminating
shopping trips," Reavey said.
"And it's strictly science fiction
when they are asked about
their reaction to a television
set that can be worn like a
wristwatch and operated on a

‘X.1

CMte,

Ilan=

Nancy Ross, bride elect of
Dickie Schroader, was honored
with a personal shower on Thursday evening June 18 at the borne
of Miss Sheila Harris, The color
scheme throughout was baby blue
and white. The hostess, Sheila
Harris presented Nancy with a
corsage of baby blue carnations.
'Mrs. Robert Ross, mother of
the bride elect and the future
mother-in-law, Mrs. Richard Sc'broader, were presented corsages of white carnations.
Games were played and prizes
were won by Miss Jackie Budzko,
Miss Jill Shroat and Miss Paulette Ross. Nancy then opened
her many gifts from a lovely
gift table covered with white
•

By United Press International

A

Miss Nancy Ross!,
Honored With
Shower Thursday

To warm leftover rolls, place
them in a dampened brown
paper bag and bake in a medium -6Yen for 10 minutes. The
rolls should be just as fluffy
as when first baked.

Mr and Mrs. Err Washer of
Key West, Florida announce
the arrival of an 8 pound baby
boy, adopted Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs Robert Williams,
Route Five, Murray, and Mr. I
and Mrs Ned Washer, Clare,
Mich. Great grallarents are 4
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Washer, Kirksey and Mrs. Link McCuiston
of New Concord.
The baby was named Robert
Lawrence.

bus or any place."
linen and overlaid with baby blue
Reavey said such things are
Wedstuisilay, July 1
net. The centerpiece was blue '
around the corner but the Th ladies day luncheon will
women simply don't believe it. be served it the Oaks Country Mn. Betty Lawrence at tit
gladioli.
Silver candle holders held blue
Club at 12:13 p.m. with Mee- p.m. For information call
On Way to Sweden
Reavey, in his capacity as dames
Gore, Beth 3934.
Bailey
candles at either end of the table.
•
•
•
vice president for an electro- Broach, Ronald Crouch, Ken
Refreshments of punch, open facThe Senior Citizens Club will
(Motorola), was Humphreys, James D Cochran,
nics firm
ed sandwiches, mints, chips and
interviewed in New York before Bill Dodson, Allen McCoy, Rob- have a potluck luncheon at the
cookies were served from appoihe took off for Sweden —a ert E. Williams, Junior Comp- Community Center, Ellis Drive,
ntments of silver.
nation he said has an excellent ton, Archie Simmons, Johnny at 12 noon. Mrs. Virgie Clark
Crouch,
will
Jackie Stubblefield,
have charge of the proo•
reputation for consumer serviMark Cunningham, Merritt Law- gram.
ces.
• ••
"I particularly want to see if son, and A. G. Wilson as hosThe
Elm
Grove Down
we can't someday get in this tesses.
•••
Church WMS will have a prep.
country something like Sweden's consumer service cen- The Cherry Corner Baptist er meeting at the church at 9:30
Church WMS will meet at the a.m.
ters," be said.
•••
At these centers, customers church at seven p.m.
•••
drop off products from any
The Flint Baptist Church
Sunday, July 5
manufacturer for repairs or
WitS is scheduled to meet at
The Boatwright Family Rereplacement.
union will be held at the large
There is an urgency, he said, the church at seven p.a.
• ••
pavilion in the City Park. A
to improve service to consu'Thursday,
*sty
2
basket dinner will be serve&
mers. He said this is clearly
Master Masons and their fain•••
the age of consumerism.
Dies will have a fellowship dinMiss Rita Ann Hurd
ner at six p.m. at Southside R.Monday, July 6
atm/rant.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hurd, Jr., 1713 Wells Ext., Murray,
The Kathleen Jones group of
•••
the WMS of the Fine Baptist announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
The Elm
Grove Baptist Church will meet at 8:30 pm. only daughter, Rita Ann, to David H. Winslow, Jr., son of Mr.
Church WMS will hold its gen- with Mrs. E. 1). Shipley as hos- and Mrs. David H. Winslow, Sr., Mayfield.
eral meeting at the home of tess. A potluck supper will be
Miss Hurd Is a graduate of Murray High School and she
Mrs. Charles Burkina at 1:30 served.
received a B. S. degree in Nursing from Murray State UniverII•
•••
sn. Mrs. Walton Fulkerson will
sity While attending Murray State she was a member of Alpha
be the leader.
The Lottie Moon Circle of Omicron Pi Social Sorority, and her senior year she was select•••
the First Baptist Church will ed "Dream Girl" of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Mr. Winslow is a graduate of Mayfield High School and
Priding. Jwig
sleet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
By United Press Internationa
The Waiting WINO Odo will of Kra. Murray Turing,
Murray State University, where he was a member of PI Kappa
A.fter-five_ party _pants with have a cookout at the_ IKON (
Alpha Social Fraternity. He is now attending University of. Lou9
wide-flair
-ea legs and topped
'trifle School of Medicine.
with sleek Oriental-style tuThe wedding will be solemnized Sunday, August 23, 4:00
Must clear
nics are a rage among fashionpm. at Murray First United Methodist Church by Dr. Sam R
ables everywhere. With these
Dodson, Jr.
fun fashions. jewlen is used
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the weddwith a lavish hand for daring,
ing and the reception.
dramatic, individual effects. A
pendant swinging a wealth of
Don't let the hot water that
antique coins put together with
Don't salt roast beef until it
you soak your clothes in get
a glittering long multi-strand
cold. This can cause the fabric -is-7S per cent done some cooks
rope, dangle earrings and a duo
sdvise. Salt draws out the juicto hold dirt.
of hinged bracelets add to the
es and flavor, they say.
5*.
individualistic look.
* * *
* **
To change the water in a
Everyone's doing the ring
Catsup,
relish and chili
flower bowl without distUrbingp.
thing with a circlet on every
flower arrangements, use your sauce stains should be sponged
finger -- the more the merrier.
and cleaned off with clear, cold
bulb meat baster.
Ky.
Dainty bands, intricate twists,
water before regular washing.
ifdimal motifs and domes make
for real glad hands.
* * *
1***********************************3
The great debate about skirt
lengths no longer seems to be
Buren
Abigail
Van
By
haunting Paris designer or cus-'
homers. The mini is out. The
DEAR ABBY: Tonight was the Senior Prom and a lot of
most important skirt length
nice girls sat home wondering why they didn't get asked. I
is at mid-calf, a length that
am a nice boy who went, and now I wish I hadn't and I'll tell
comprised at least 8il per cent
you why. It cost me over $50. Not for the prom itself, but on
of all collections at all prices.
all the junk that went with it.
My girl already had tickets to the prom and she said, "It
won't cost much—let's go." So I said, "Sure."
At first she said she would wear her old formal and I
could wear my suit. Next thing I knew she started talking
about the gorgeous formal she was making, and I felt like a
heel not to rent a tux to match, so I did. She said she didn't
need a corsage—a nosegay would be nice. Well, that was $10.
She said she would fix something to eat at her house after
the prom, but that night she didn't say a word about it. I
guess she forgot so we went to the r.s.staurant all the kids go
to. Another $20.
Abby, that evening cost me two week's wages. And file
what?
SADDER BUT WISER, BREMERTON, WASH._

Sc

WE DO,

Pre-4th of July
SALE

Boys Swim Trunks
Boys Short Pants
Boys Long Pants
Boys Jump Suits
Boys Sport Coats
Girls Swim Suits
Girls Shorts & Tops
Terry Beach 3tckets

FASHIONETTES

3off

DRESSES
1 TABLE SHIRTS

1/3& 1/2 off
'2.00

SPIS

Many Moratiiiii On Sale!
out for fall merchandise.

mai

Abyrnar
Youth Shop

"Deok -A1311-

We eltajor Jtz Minord"

•

The

WIG
Warehouse
Is
Coming

Summer Shoe
Sale Continual
2
MR 1 Pius $1---

BUY ONE PAIR AT REGULAR
PRICE...GET ANOTHER PAIR
(SAME PRICE OR LESS)

FOR $1

BAGS
-1/3 to 1/2 OFF
BUCKLES & BOWS
j2 l'rice
the
Murray, r.y.
Southside Shopping Center

The high cost
of senior prot,As

504 West Main

*

DEAR SADDER: The way I see it, you could have gone
to the prom without all the frills and saved a few bucks.
Your mistake was getting roped into a more costly deal than
you originally bargained for. But don't blame the girl. You
could have held your ground.
S. And you'd better learn
bow to say NO or you'll wind up with a wife who will put you
hi the poorbouse.1
DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who interrupts me every
time I start to say something I get about two words said,
and she cuts me off, and I never do get to finish what I
started to say.
I think this is just plain rude. Is there some way I can let
her know how much I dislike this about her!
BUGGED
DEAR BUGGED: If you can't get more than two words
said before she interrupts you, maybe you'd better write
HER a letter instead of me.
DEAR ABBY: I need your assistance. When your son's
wife calls you up and says, "My family is coming to dinner
to celebrate Andrea's birthday. Some if you want to." should
I refuse oraceept?
Andrea is my little grandchild, and I love her dearly, but
what kind of an invitation do you call that? And what should
I do'
HURT

*

PEE

BANK OF MURRAY
**
PEOPLES BANK
DEES BANK OF HAZE
SAl

• CLOSED
JULY 3, JULY 4

DEAR ABBY:• I want to tell that 14-year-old, signed
"NOT CONCEITED," that I am a woman past 80 years old. I
live alone and have a full length mirror near my front door
There I always pause before going out, to take a good look at
myself How else would I know if my petticoat was hanging?
Of course endless primping is a waste of time, but a
little
last minute glimpse is reassuring.
....•
NOT CONCEITED, JUST'CONCERNED

Letter writing can be a breeze, For Abby's booklet,
"How to Write liattihrs for All Occasions," seed SI to
Abby Box ssion Lac A ngeleit:, Cal. MOS.

*
II,
l
*.

************************************
•

It1-1-111

•4:uerse•••••••

INST

In Conjunction With Governor Louie B. Nunn
Declaring July 3rd A Legal Holiday In Kentucky
As July 4th Falls On Saturday,
The Banks Of Calloway County
Will Close Friday, July 3rd And July 4th.

DEAR HURT: I coy it a pretty shabby invitation. But
don't stay away.ta_order to "punish" your daughter-in-law.
You would only be punishing yourself.

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it oft
your cheat. Write to ABBY. Box 1111700, Les Angeles, Cal
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.

Murray,

'

1, 1970
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WE DOZE BUT NEVER CLOSE.

BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit.

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
WHOLE

FRYERS
off

2 off
'2.00

disc.

JOHNSON'S
JACK SPRAT

CATSUP

CHARMIN

_NAPKINS
SALT_
LEMONADE
CREAM PIES

60 CT. PKG.1 OC

MORTON

10t

26 OZ. PKG.

LIBBY FROZEN

MORTON

5
3

12 OZ.$1
CANS

FOR $1
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MUSHROOMS ARE
THE CAVIAR
Of VEGETABLES
WITH HELEN STACY

LEDGER

&
Sweden tackles
commutation

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TIMFo

women. She said the "token New test for angina
woman" system doesn't work.
NEW YORK (UPI)-ThermMIAMI, Fla. (UPI) - Ad.
vertising agencies keep a wo"Current., advertising crest. ography, the nammumneat of
man around to throw in like "a ed by men-joy women are different skin temperatures for
pinch of salt" when they want these horrendous commercials the detection of disease, has
found a new application in
to demonstrate their in-depth contemporary women find
of women, suiting beyond endurance," work by a group of University
understanding
Franchellie CadweR told the she said. Was Cadwelixecentlf of Alabama doctors. The appAdvertising Club of Miami. launched a campiign to elim- lication of the dectuttrold techShe is the president of an inate television advertising that nique is tcr diagnose angina
agency specializing in selling to demeans and insults women. pectiaxii...0 severe chest-pain

Ad sues scored

NYKOEPING,
Sweden
(UP1) A commuter train with
a speed of 125 miles per hour

has been tested in Sweden.- The
train will be able to run at that
speed regardless of bends with
a system developed by the
Swedish General Electric Co..,
ASEA. The principle for the
system is a swing axle which
By Hewyle Shackelford
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Al- levels out the train in bends.

though mushrooms were first
AN OLD-FASHIONED FOURTH OF JULY AND ITS PRINCIPLES cultivated only about 400 years
By Helen Price Stacy
ago, peoples of the world have
relished them as a food for
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. — This Fourth of July would be a good fore than 200 centuries.
time for the countryside to revive some of the best parts of
In 900 B.C., the Greek hidolden times — the old-fashioned Independence Day celebraticsa orian, Theophrastus, in his "Hiswith its patriotic speeches, its contests, games, picnics, lemon- tory of Plants," wrote in effect
ade, watermelon, and a temperature in the 90s.
that it was a wise man that
Those were the days when silver-voiced orators stood in a knew his mushrooms and that
beech tree's shade with solemnity befitting the occasion extolled Greeks of "high order" feasted
the virtues of a free country in which each citizen could progress upon them "like mad."
according to his desire, ambition and willingness to work. The
Ancient Romans were also
history of the community, county and state would be reviewed.
"mad" about mushrooms and
flags would wave from windows and smaller ones from hands... considered them a food tit only
brass bands would lead parades through towns and play rousing, for royalty. During the time of
patriotic marches interspersed frequently with stirring renditions the Caesars, mushrooms became
of The Star Spangled Banner, America, and My Old Kentucky a symbol of luxury and were
cooked in utensils called "boletHome.
Iced lemonade would sparkle in huge churns, the womenfolk aria," — utensils specially deloaned Ries from picsioloods...eed, white and blue bunting was signed and never used for cooking "lesser foods."
everywhere. Ainerical
Mrs. Donna Cann, UK Home
On July 4, 1876, in West Liberty, county seat of Morgan, Col.
John Tom Haseirigg, resident of the county for 47 years and es- Demonstration Agent, says she
doeen't know too much about
teemed member of the bar, said:
"We are assembled today to celebrate the centennial anniver- the natural or gastronomic hissary of American Independence; to review the memories of the tory od mushrooms, but is well
long ago; to gather up the rubbish and wins of the past, the bright- aware of their food value and,
est era in our history; to recall the names and memories of the as we will see, why Old The.
great and good men who toiled and struggled for the attainment ophrsstus stated it was a wimp
mushrooms.
of the glorious privileges we today enjoy, and to rekindle upon man that knew his
Some mushrooms, says Mrs.
the altars of our hearts the fealty-, and repledge our devotion to
deadly and unless an
the grand structure of civil and religious liberty bequeathed to Cann, are
or infallible expert
indubitable
us by the fathers of the Republic."
the field of fungi, a person
in
Colonel Hazelrigg was a descendant of a British General
should never gather and eat
and MP. His words that day almost 100 years ago not only rethem from the wild. To do
viewed a county's history from its beginning and even earlier
otherwise is to invite disaster.
but history of a region, starting at Independence Hall.
But on the other hand, Mrs.
"One hundred years have gone to swell the measures of the
Cann agrees with Theophrestu
past, since the bell in the steeple of old Independence Hall, in and
Romans:
ancient
the
the city of Philadelphia , rang out upon the midnight air the glad Mushrooms can be a delight —
tidings that the original 13 colonies had resolved to be tree. That those that come in cans and
our fathers, that band of illustrious names that were not born-to those produced by growers In
die, in solemn convention had proclaimed the heavenly feat, that Kentucky and other parts of
man was tree, That the Patient to Kings to govern mankind by the United States. Rich in riboDivine right had expired; and that henceforth they would assert flavin, high in phosphorus, niaand maintain all the rights, privileges and immunities which be- cin, calcium, iron, copper, and
thawed to them as freemen; and to the maintenance of this sublime B vitamins, they are Idghty nudeclaration they pledged their lives, their fortunes and their tritious( and, indeed, a lead Net
sacred honor."
for royalty."
The Colonel's ,address took most of the afternoon—possibly a
"Probably no other vegetgreat part of the morning—but the large crowd assembled in the able," says Mrs: Cann, "can be
shade of the trees on Park Hill listened dutifully, occasionally served in so many ways.
making its way through croquet wickets to the lemonade churn.
"They come canned, frozen,
Hozeirigg's historical address that day estoblished the custom and dried, and in whatever
in Morgan, that is observed each Fourth of July with one notable form, will compliment almost
difference, The oratory is coaftned to minutes rather than hours. any dish and provide gala fare
Maybe towns other than West Liberty — Morehead, Paintsville, to almost any family meal."
Grayson, Prestonsburg — follow the custom.
Whether picked from the wild
The crowd begins to gather early, children spanking dean, (don't do this unless you are an
ready for the relays, sack races, bike and tricycle races, egg expert) or from a grocery store
tosses. Stars and Stripes line Main 'Sir est.
tremor, the trick to keeping
After a brief historical address and certificates of honor mushrooms in prime condition,
awarded outstanding citives, the crowd moves to the high school says Mrs. Cann, is holding them
athletic field for a ball game. Then back to Main Street for an at about 32 degrees Fahrenheit
evening talent contest made up for the most part of fiddlers, banjo with a relative humidity of EIG
to 90 percent — but not over
pickers, hoedown dancing and lots of string music.
As dusk settles over the countryside the crowd takes position five days If temperatures are
to view the fireworks display, and after that—the big finale, a square higher, then storage time must
dance on Main Street, roped off from traffic.
apretty picture, be less In all cases mushrooms
picked from the field or wood*
a colorful — red, white and blue—day.
'
•
Such an observance clings to principlet of freedom and all that or purchased on the fresh food
take eifiPS, work at honest market should be refrigerated.
they mean. Freedom to form
Mushroom oxidation, accordlabor, buy a farm, build a house,
opinions,
go to church, get rich or not get
rich, stay home or travel, speak or remain silent, vote for men ing to Mrs. Cann, can cause diewho strive to keep the peace, keep order — and keep freedom. coloration but usually does not
Squeezing a
It is a day to reaffirm respect for beliefs and creeds of minor- affect the flavor.
few drops of lemon juice over
ities and of majorities...love for country and neighbor...desire to
mushrooms will stave oft disbuild rather than destroy...all for peace of mind.
coloration for a short time.
Along with warning against
Inexpert gathering of mushrooms from-the cow pasture or
woodlands behind the homestead, Mrs. Cann warns against
soaking them in water or peeling off the skins. This, she
will destroy much of the iiquisite taste and flavorIn food preparation, her advice is to wash them quickly in
a light stream of water frogs
the faucet or a nearby branch.
Don't overcook either. Ten mite
utes is enough and never salt
mushrooms before cooking. De
that when they are ladled out
on the plate.
Botanists say the mushroom is
a fungus. They are correct in
their statements. At the same
time there are horticulturists
who call them a vegetable But
by whatever name — fruit, vegetable, or fungus — mushrooms
are both delicious and nutritious.
Commercially grown in dark
ness, they are truly, as Mrs
Cann calls them, "the caviar oil
COMING UP FOR Ala Six divers are lifted from the undervegetables."
sea laboratoey. Aegir two weeks after they entered the
vessel to conduct teat., on the ocean floor. A malfunction in
Men, 45 to 64 years of *sr,
an air tank kept them at 520 feet beneath the surface for
head the het of persons dying
two additional days until repairs could be thade. All the
from conditions emaciated
diver" were pronortorPd in rood condition In Honolulu'.
with atherosclerosis -- one ol
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Mile that is caused by a
decrease fn _the oxygen supply.,
to-heart muscles.
A report on the techniques
in Medical World News, mitett
that the technique may help',
doctors differentiate between
the chest pain that is typic4
of angina and other kinds of
chest pain often confused with;
it.
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30 IN(I1ES WII)E

fits in the space of an
ordinary Refrigerator!
The Convenience of A REFRIGERATOR
and A FREEZER IN ONE UNIT!
248-1b. freezer capacity. Convertible meat keeper/Crisper, porcelain vegetable crisper. Deep door shelves. Sliding freezer
&parole controls for freezer
basket and juice can
-- and refrigerator. gitAL.206

Regular Price 429"

SAVE 3095

LB.

BAI
CHI

Bar-B-0

1

EASY CREDIT TERMS

Its

3
Philco 14.27?:Refrigerator-Freezer Philco 15.8?:Refrigerator-Freezer
110 CAPACITY FEATURES Roomy storage shelve,
—3 in door and 3 full width and 1 half width in
refrigerator 2
vegetable crisp.
era Enclosed bufier kerper 86_200

-

NO DEFROSTING EVER! 131-1b. freezer. Meat -keeper, Sliding shelf, adjustable shelf, Twin porcelain crispers. Door shelves w/Butter keeper and
egg bin. Portable ice cube keeper 86_205

THESE PRICES GOOD AT All OTASCO STORES

which is coronary heart dia
.Mae.

TENN. I

TO1
Buy One Pair At Reg:Price Get A Second Pair Free I!

No Exchange This offer includes Men's, W-omens' and Childrens' Shoes!

You can mix them when buying, so bring the *hole family!

No Refunds

PA ILY SH

5 1 0 Mai,n Street
Murray, Kentucky
C. Woditiiit Owner

0 en Frida

ill 8..m.

JIM ADAMS I GA

a

Northside
Shopping
, Center

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

•

\\\,

SMOKED
PICNICS

U.S. CHOICE

A GREAT holiday for all Americans!
And a great holiday calls for "great" eats and treats.
Prepare for the festive Fourth..shop our "BIG BUYS"
•

Sale at your IGA. Our fine foods at lower prices will add
our declaration...as
- to pur holiday pleasure— That's
_ \ INDEPENDENTS.
-7---

BACON
elliCKEN

Matchless

STORE COOKED
LB.

EEF PATTIES10/$1
iF lDIENERS La 63/c/

JULY 4th
PRICES GOOD THROUGH JULY 4th

IGA

KRAFT

BAR-B.0
SAUCE
39

STAR.KIST

TUNA
3/$1.00

•S

59
59c

LB.

OPEN

M OZ. CAN

180Z. BOTTLE

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

GA

POTATO
CHIPS

39c
TWIN

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO SP FORCED PURCHASES

BAG

KRAFT

KRAFT

GRAPE
JELLY

(Hi
OT JAR

8 OZ JAR

pp°

49

JUST LOW PRICES !
Aorm
We will be
open
all day
July 4th

TIDE

GIANT SIZE

5

100 CT. PKG.

BOAT
PPORK &
BEANS
IGA

ICE -MILK

41
46 OZ. CAN

HI.0 FRUIT

zer

PAPER PLATES

BISCUITS
CaiiN0

9

300 CAN

HAMthAIRGER
Sliced DILLS

0 R37c
6 OZ. CAN

IGA FROZEN_

LEMONADE 1

DRINKS

noir

T on...

SUNKIST ledN. HOMEGROWN

JOMATOES

sh
ly

LB

19C

-NS LEMONS
WATERMEL.0
88c
WE WILL HAVE OVER
ONE THOUSAND MELONS ON
DISPLAY

Doz 39

E A.

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
limember.. At JIM ADAMS !GA It's the total on the tape that counts!

ed
•Ise

..a,
4'
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE ND

OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK
FROM 8 am UNTIL MIDNIGHT FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVIENCE

DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

GoDcHAux
SUGAR

'PEPSI COLAS
CARTON OF 8

SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CE TER MURRA)

BABY F001

tHUCK ROAST

FRYERS

U. S. GOV. INSPECTED

16 Oz. Bottles

GERBER,SSTRAINED

U. S. PRIME
FRESH
FIRST CUT

10blabg
.

WHOLE

LB.

LB.
--

WITH COUPON
CAMPFIRE

MARSHMALLOWS
1 BAG
. 29C
DIXIE BELLE

CRACKERS
BI-Cri

SPLIT
RS'
BROILE
39

Li

LILY PINK

SALMON
79c

TALL
CAN I

U.S.
PRIME

SHOULDER
ROAST L.
ROLLED
JUMP L. $1.19

THE GRILL

MEAL
5BLAB39c
MASTER BAKE

FLOUR
25W 189
CHEFS DELIGHT

CHEESE FOOD
19'
BL-Si

ATITEP
12 OZ. 59t
CAN

BAR-B-Q
SAUCE
'
39

101.

CHICKEN 0'THE SEA

TUNA
39c
Can
Oz.

KRAFTS

CHEESE

TENDER SMOKED

CHUCK
WAGON

STEAKS

6 t- 79'

C
9

SACRAMENTO
NO. 2'h CANS

Instant

NESTEA

PEACHES
COFFEE
sNowDRIFT79c • COFFEE
99/4

PURE TEA

30Z.
JAR

BABY SCOTT

DIAPERS
69C

PKG. F 30
PINE5

TISSUE
W AL DOR F 4/39c

WAX PAPER
lac

_ _211T.A41.1.

SALAD

40Z.
JAR

G REEN

TEENIE WEENIE

BEANS
LARD

303$
CANS

MINTS

VIENNA

BAGLB.

99

10
WITH THIS COUPON AND
5.00 OR MORE ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE CIGGS. & TOBB. EXC.
VOID AFTER JULY 7th.

69'

WATERMELONS

109 &
U

4CI?

FRESI

UU

AR MOU RN,' ow 5/2 ik

WE HAVE FRESH STORE MADE

Cheese lam Salad
xCkicken Salad lean Salad
xMacaroni Salad xPotato Salad
_ laked Bean's__

)( Pimento

35(

s

FOOD

CRT
41..

SUGAR

HI-C Punch, Orange,

9

RIPE

_CATSUP -SAUSAGESZP
00
DOG Kfurc-xLIN1A

LB.

GODCHAUX

E A.

— TALL CAN

BOTTLE

LASER

LETT!

GAL. ff

FESTIVAL

DRINKSJ

00

LARGE FIRM

DRESSING 4
ICE CREAM

3LB.CM

WHIPPED

OT. JAR

SALAD BOWL

TASTERS CHOICE

_REELFOOT

120Z. AOC
PKG. V,

CUT RITE

LB.

FOLGERS
LB. CAN

HASSE

BREAST 1.8.* * WINGS L
THIGHS LB.55C BACKS & NECI
LEGS LB.55 FRESH LIVERS
FRESH GIZZARD L..3!

U.S.

FINE FOR
BLUE SEAL

FRESH CHICKEN PAI

LB.
16 OZ.
CANS
Al:44
LIZT

gn TREASURE g
uu CHEST STAMPS u
WITH THIS COUPON AND
S3.00 OR MORE PURCHASE—
FROM OUR DRUG RACK:
VOID AFTER JULT 7th.

`4".• 4/kirLftAT__.WAVY

SKIN

ai

PURPLE MRS
GREEN PEPPERS;
FR

, IWO

THE LEDGER
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TIMES

—

BEEF
U.S.PRIME
AT REGULAR BEEF PRICES

WE REDEEM

FO

WEDNESDAY -- JULY 1, 197A

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD THRU TUESDAY NLY 7
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY JULY 4th

STAMPS

PPING CE TER MURRAY. KY.

KING SIZE

kBY FOOD
GERBER STRAINED

CREAM

43/4JARS

LIQUID

COCKTAIL

flc

FLAVORS

DEL MONTE

WITH CGUP,01_

F

303

letillonte
0a7ry

SCOTT

-CANS

TOWELS
LG. 14c

FOR

100
FRUIT COCKTAIL
TURNERS

I Le.* WINGS L8.19t
LB.550 BACKS & NECKS LB.100
3.54
FRESH LIVERS LB.890
FRESH GIZZARD LB.390 )

ICE

MILK

SHOWBOAT

PORKiBEANS
3c11-29c
HOLIDAY

S" PICKLES
49c

CORN

43C

'4 GAL.

ROLL .0.0

PRIDE OF ILL.

;H CHICKEN PARTS

JAR
QT

5 89c
C33"

NORTHERN

NAPKINS
'tic

160 Ct.
Pkg. £7

_

JOHNSONS

PORK
SAUSAGE

89c

Ba
Ll

-

WRAP
REYNOLDS29c
12" WIDE

WESSON
OIL
2402. ra
BOTT. 37c 4
MINUTE MAID

LARGE FIRM HEADS

LETTUCE

MISS LIBERTY

APPLE

18 OZ. JAR

BLACKBURNS

MISS LIBERTY
Harnburaer or Hot Dog

PKG. OF 8
OR89
3
F
MRS. HUBBARDS

BUNS

19c

MISS LIBERTY
BROWN & SERVE

GARDEN DELIGHT

PKG. OF 12

HUNTS NEW SANDWICH

SPREAD

FRIES

GREEN

FRESH

CANTALOUPE
AND
'UP

GARDEN DELIGHT

20 OZ. BAG'

EMGES

1 L.PKG.

PIONEER

via=gal

(YAP. MILK-

_DOLE

fiNtr'`..

BACON

DOG FRiswir* LAMB-OR KIDNEY FLAVOR

=11

s O16

10
OZ.
CANS

T
CAALNLS

114rLi

.

LB

d.-"I nir NI
.

D°Z

CilligARIIPS

1.

50
50
WITH THIS COUPON AND 5.00 OR
MORE ADDITIONAt PURCHASt COGS
TOBB. AND DAIRY PROD. EXC.
VOID AFTER JULY 7th

(464_444, V.E.1.0413W.4

FOOD
Ai&

Allr.

an

L11

HUNT'S FRUIT

I
COCKTAIL
FtouR .5LEuAEL 949C
BEANS 614

D
QIUNIG
L IK

3

450

USBY'

oz.$
cans

PKG.
OF 12

ENDS &
PIECES

LB:19C

JQWLS

CARNATION

BEANS

JUMBO PIES
39c
BACON

ROLLS

303 CAN

OR

LEMONADE
26CA0I;75.25c

BREAD

LB.

JELLY

FRENCH

2FoR39

1O'2 OZ.

CHIPS
EA.

1*
1 LB. LOAVES

TWIN PACK

39c 1/4 Pos lik LOIN)
18C
29c
32BALGs1
39c26
00
530
3
DRINK 3J

POTATO

390
.E HULLS FRELs8190
I PEPPERSFERAE100

IS

39c

MOR TONS
ASST.

CHES

IVORY

IT

FR

PIES

CVD-vr 411/ 4Y-aav Ar
r

1413

BOLOGNA

BY THE
PIECE LE343T

MEAT PIES
MORTOtsiS5F0
$R100

SIZE

WITH THIS COUPON
AND 55.00 OR MORE ADD.
PURCHASE CIGGS. AND
TOBBACCO EXC.
VOID AFTER JULY 7th

SMOKED IftcLa. J7
—
OLD FASHIONED

SAVE

50
T!
4
.

PORK CUTLET
FRESH 'Mc
LB. 1 7

It, TIMES
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Fireworks Still A Menace Says
Prevention of Blindness Society

frepatal studies
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—
The Univeraity of California is
using a $253,869 grant for

Noeillie musk aifards
COPENHAGEN (UPI)—A
total of 150,000 Danish crowns
($20,000) will be awarded in
September for new works of
Nordic composers by the Scandinavian Music Corporation.Council.
-a a

INJURIES. And sparklers Wallin
itt the Fourth of July approagreatest number of
ches, the Kentucky Society for ed for the
cases of any
the Prevention of Blindness war- property damage
devices reportns that fireworks, even the small of the &merle
stuff, including sparklers, are ed.
concern to the
still a needless menace, partic- "Of particular
Pollution pressure
National Society," says executive
ularly to children.
David,
EDMONTON, Alta. (UPC)—
D.
Wilfred
Dr.
director
The sale and use of the sofinding that of A Canadian oil workers' union
called common fireworks, pre- "was the survey's
injury caused by Class has voted to toe collective barsumed to be harmless by many all types of
injuries to the eyes gaining to force the oil industry
fireworks,
C
adults, including the parents who
frequent. Fireworks to fight pollution.
buy them, are still allowed in were most
Members of the Oil, Chem175 cases of
half of our states. These comm- In this class caused
16 persons ical and Atomic Workers Union
on, or Class C, fireworks in- eye injury, including
of vision in called on governments to withclude small firecrackers (Ilia who suffered loss
significant hold building permits to any
A
eyes."
both
or
one
inches or less in length), sparClass C injuries — new plant until a joint laborklers, fountains, roman candles, number of
suffered by government committee is satissmall rockets, and a few more 34 percent — were
children 10 years old or younger. fied that the plant makes prosimilar items.
The national survey reported ducts that are not injurious
Kentucky has a fireworks law
cases of personal injury from to the workers' health and that
five
ProFire
based on the National
in Kentucky during it has an adequate pollution
fireworks
tection Associatimes Model Firefour eye injuries. control system.
works Law, with the exception 1969, including
that sparklers,toy snakes,smoke
noveltlec and
permitted.
In 1969, an in-depth survey of
fireworks accidents was conductChasse' $
Channel S
Chaasei 4
ed by the National Society for the
WEDNESJAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Prevention of Blindness, the Natthr 5for7
..,, ad4.raes„
, Huddles? 7:"'wn
,
- '17'17r`"
bc,n,:nv,.
6 'I rr7rs°"
ional Fire Protection AssociaGerrwr Pvie, U SW C.C'shio of Code's Fathet
,00 The Virginian
Astion, and the Fire Marshals
The Beverly HlithilliesRoorn 230
7 ,30 The Virginian
The Johnny Cash Show
The
sociation. The survey was an
The Johnny Cash Shoo
i Cents,
)
d=
fr.td
M
II= gill
::3.1
8
outgrowth of their accident re'
Engeltterf Hunwerclincii
Sneed:40 hhinverdInck
9 30TP".`11."'"*.,„,.. Ileawal I;=
port files, which indicated that
MIMI Wthr.; Sports
To .11 The
News; Wthr ; Sportt Meow Wile.; siiiirts
even Class C fireworks constitTonight Show The Mom Grtflin Shoefrovie:
Al the Sea Rowe
.
Fireworks
Shoo
hazard.
Two Tonight Show The Mery Griffin
ute a needless
The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Shoe Movie
11
accident data were obtained turn
:011 The Avengers
la. :XI The •treneara
physicians, hospitals, -fire marTHURSDAY MoRNiNG PRCGRAMS
shals, fire and police departments; and accidents reported in
Country Journal
30
5
newspapers were followed up.
CBS Mornme News
Show
Jake Ness Gospel Show Wells Fargo
Zr7:::.°
1
.
6
per1,330
The survey found
Bozo Shoo
Veining Watch
-7 as Today, Scene Today Morning
Bozo Show
sonal injuries,including five fatsWatch
ioday
.
Shx
,
5000
Today, Saw,
-llties,_ from fireworks duriDif.,._
8
1969. Over half of the injuries '
trssid
s
o
McHalf
/1: Doutil:_ Show
5 JJ.ToMs Iv reter....s."44,4
were caused bfenspeclfled 01`- ..9
Cloes B fireworks, which are
10
'i.t.'".`r.vst:°: 011
W har• 11141 Heart Is
The Best of Eyerytnins
Je000rdv
•
.1
banned by the Food and Drug
• le who. What: News
1
Search for Tomorrow A world Apart
Administration and therefore obTHURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
tained and used illegally.
But Class C, the small fire12 "it TThhl 500,, Show '' News: SIngin.TCony.
00 Days of Our Lives Many Splandored
The Newiywed Game
works, allowed by law in 24
• The Dating Game
,• 30 The Docil
Guiding Light
states were responsible for 557
:110 World▪
,Citv
General Hospital
Secret Vann
;ye
f. :30 T• Tell the Ttuth Edge el Night
One Lite to
personal injuries, or 42 percent
2 :44 World- Somerset
Dark Shadows
Garner Pyle. USMC
of all injuries, and included one
a
30 Lost In Specs
Thai Beverly ifiligiliieGiii,gen s Island
fatality.
. 00 Lost WI SDIXO
The Lucy Show
movie.
The Real McCoy
-The Lady From
. 30 ••Ifth Emery Show
Texas"
Even sparklers, judged so ben00 Emery Show; Wthr,
News ABC
C
Movie
ign as to be allowed by an addi- s0 Huntlev•Briretiev
Dick Van Dyke Show
:13S Evening News
tional eight states which ban other
THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
inthe
in
Class C items, figured
Nevr8
Sports Nowt, Wow, Sports News; INthr , Soorts
6 0030 Daniei
Boone
Family Affair
Animal World
jury causes — responsible for
kg
IS Daniel Boone
That Girl
Homy Days
15 percent of the total Class C
•
.30 Irenside
Hippy Days
Bewitched

New Tappan
Center Near
Completion
The Tappan Company, mansfield, Ohio based major appliance
and cabinet manufacturer,indicated today that its Tappan Division's 300,000 square foot warehouse and distribution center in
neighboring Ontario,Ohio, was on
schedule and would be ready for
occupancy approximately September 15, 19'70.
Officials noted that effects of
a temporary delay occasioned in
early spring, due to municipal
waste disposal problems, had
essentially 'been over co m e'.
The Company also said that
an engineering task force was
continuing its depth studies of
proposed manufacturing facilities, with an eye to utilizing the
235 acre site which the Company
acquired for its long range mqoansion program. As previously announced, the Company's ten year
program included complete site
preparation for as much as 2.4
Million square feet of manufac:turing capability. It was iudieated that the first manufacturing
building would probably be released for construction sometime
In 1973 or 1974
Trust territory

;RANKFORT, Ky. — Still reeling from last year's tragic Labor
Day weekend when 25 died on
state roads, the Traffic Safety
Coordinating Committee already
has begun to lay plans for a safer
holiday in 1970,
Arthur E.(Buzz) Beard,connii
ittee executive director, says the
Labor Day safety campaign will
be based on publicity and education.
His committee will provide
safety cartoons, news stories
and radio spot announcements to
focus attention on the perils of
, driving on a tong holiday weekend
when the roads are crowded.
"Because of the tragedy of
last year we are making an allout effort to reduce the death
toll this Labor Day," Beardsaid.
"We feel there will be fewer
accidents because of the response
by law enforcement,local officiaIs, news media, churches, the
Farm Bureau, and the Independent Insurance Agents of Kentucky to Gov. Louie B. Nunn's
campaign against drinking and
driving."
Beard said the campaign slog-

i

COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)—
The world's
first combined
purification and water softening works was built here. The
plant was opened in 1908.

Wonien's group versus TV
NEW YORK (ITO -- The
motion picture industry is deprising a vast- free-spending adult audience of the entertainment it wants to see.
1 hat is the conclusion
reached by tabulation of a nationwide random sampling of
member reaction by the General Federation of Women's
(lulls, a worklwide organization of women with a membership of more than 11 million.
-The woriien,were critical of the
industry's -insensitivity and
general lac-k- of response. . .to
the needs and, wishes of the
people to defend and strengthen morality and culture at the
community level.'

Paul said in I Cor. 2:4,5. "And my speech and my
preaching was not with enticing words of man's wisdom,
but indemonstration of the Spirit and of power: That
your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in
the power of God. If these people say that they reveal
the wisdom of God by the power of God, then let them
like Paul demonstrate their power so that the faith of
those who hear them might not rest in the wisdom of
men.
We welcome all comments. criticisms. and questions.
We ask 4ou to study these things to see if they are so.
by
HARASSMENT CHARGED -New York city Patrolman

Thomas Keaton

John Sal, 24. who has been
decorated three times, claims
he Is being harassed by his
superior officers .oyer the
length of -his hair.

Winchester Apts. # 8

NH_ HESURVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT OUANTITIES

Tanning Butter

* We Will Be Closed 4th of July *

butter, coconut
oil.
5/8 Oz.

Reg.

56

2 L.b. Box
Good Cold or Hot

20 0

Foster Grant.

SUN GLASSES
Priced from
S1.00 to $6.00

ff

OFF

suggested retail pries

SALE

DOG
COLLAR-

NEW TOM CIAIROL

RIGHT GUARD

BODY.
GREAT
INSTANT CONDITIONER

IRO VIIDUAL
FOIL
WRAPPED
TABLETS
aft,act
deteealfor
package

THE BODY BUILDER
FOR HAIR
twm
a
BOA

$1.38

Reg.
'1.09

t

66
HAIR
SPRAY

Lysol.
SPRAY

Reg. 31.05

Reg..'1.29

Kills Household Germs

:.

99
r'3y

SALE

TWICE AS
FAST AS
ASPIRIN!

Reg., Super Hold,
and Unscented

Disinfectant

Reg.'1.98
Save
'1.00!

BUFFERIN
Sh

5

Giant .4,SALE
1$-0'Z.

FLY AND MOSQUITO

INSECT SPRAY

88c

SALE
Settle of 60
Tablets

Itot.
113r•y

SALE

98c

HOT - clia 1
SHOT
SOAP
'1,39

SALE

TOKYO (UPI)—J
iorral police agency
second commercial
pictures and dew'
wanted men. Tbe
2.5 million yen ($6
tel—for criminal cc

3 Months

Regular and Extra Fine
Reg.'2.00

* * *

Kills Fleas for

3.-5-0z. Size

of 44 Tablets

LOS ANGELES
1916, Los Angeles
dales of/interurban
lines radiating from
core. Today they
pletely gone.
Fugitives on tv

SALE

DENTURE CLEANSER TABLETS

I4

HELSINKI (UPI"
fense forces have ask
eminent for 1.6 bill
($400 million) to be
1971 to 1978 to pu
equipment from al
fense sources said.
half the amount, de
sues excluded, won
to improve the air
air defenses.
Early transportation
in Los Angles

NESTLES QUICK

POLIDENT

SALE

FRANKFORT, Ky.
toning Odessa, Texas,
have motorcycled ove
es from Texas to PE
in two weeks visiter
capitol here today be
just had to see that flo
Eula and Sherman
left their home in 01
12 to visit his fain:
ford, Pa., said of
visit to the commonwe
is the most beautif
we've seen on the trip
With supplies strap'
new Suzuki 500, inc
telescoping fishing ro
special handlebar - n
tinders, they claim
most economical vac
have taken.
Imler works as
supervisor for an Ode
er gas firm andhas be
for four years.
He has made the
Pennsylvania trip on
but this is Mrs. Iii
overland venture on
wheeler.
Have they expellent
iculty due to their usi
of travel?
"We got lost in P
he said.
They were partici
pressed with the Blue
horse farms and Kentu
side parks, which the
as the best they had u
"We saw a picture
clock at one of the par
ed, and we decided
see it," tie said.
They have averag
miles per day on the
have stayed at motel
way.
"We always bring
cycle into our mote
night," he said. "We
anyone to think it bt
hippie."
The Imlers were gi
ed tour of the Capito
the office of Gov. Lou
toiler remarked,
had told me I woult
the governor's, otfic
wouldn't have believe(

* * *

TOOTH PASTE

•• •

By Gary G. Huddl

Mori(iy

TANNING
BUTTER
Rich in cocoa

light stuff
NEW YORK (UPI) -Mzeg,.___
schaum,ir fibrous clay found in
Asia Minor and used in making
tobacco pipes, is 80 light it will
float in water, says the tAt,rld
Book Encyclopedia.

Texas Co
Tows St
On Cyde

Defense request

lee

*
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Murray, Kentucky

JULY 4TH SPECIALS

Avvieddi
[AFT SIF)E OF fill S011Alif

These people say that unless' you have the Holy
Spirit you cannot understand completely the Bible. Paul
said in Eph 3:4, "Whereby, when ye read, ye may
understand my knowledge in the mystery of Christ."
Paul was speaking of his writings and he was speaking to
the church. However, in I Cor. 14:23,24, we find that
there were those in the church who did not have gifts
of the Holy Spirillp The word applied to these people is
rendered in the King James "unlearned" however looking to the Greek this word means ungifted. Therefore
there were those inthe church who did not have gifti of
the 1101y Spirit wild CodIcl also understand Paul's knowledge in the mystery of Christ.

an is: "Traffic safety being a
matter of attitude, join with Kentuckians and be a toe on safety."
Table place mats bearing the
slogan will be in all state park
lodges after Aug. 10,and balloons
bearing the slogan may be distributed to children.

By Jim Warren

This Is Tom Jones
Movie.
Thu
"I nside Daisy
is Toni Jones
Clover"
- GO Dean Martin Shoe Mow*
The Sterylvers
ei
7
30 Deem Martin Show
ne Survivors
Moyle
MOWS; Wthr.; Shorts
n :OD Navel; Vihrir ; Sports Movie
U
30 The Tonight Show
News; Wit,: S. 0.
"Fast and Serf"
1 :00 The Tonloht ShOY. The Mary Griffin thew
I :30 The Tonitht Show This Mery Griffin „tow Movie
The Mery Griffin Show
I '5:00 The Avengers
7.•
30 The Avengers

'SAIPAN (1.1131)--The
Trust Territory of the Pacific
has 2,141 islands, 98 of which
are 'Inhabited. The territoey..
also known as Micronesia. includes such famous World War
battle sites as Truk. Kwajalein, Saipan, Tinian. Palau and
Peleliu.

Foie!
, NIW YORK (114) -- The
bill for chemicals, fertilizers
and grass seed for the nation's
10,000 golf courses last. year
amounted hi almost Si'. million, according tola stirvey hy
Golfdorn, 2 golf inshistry magazine. -'
' Major course improvenients
adde $72 million to the bill.
And golf course labor, exclusive o ,superitilendents• salaries
east sit aridiaWriaL1235.3 millmen and-ion. Twelve mill
women play golf.

A Columbus 'first.

Drive To Cut Labor Day
Road Toll Now Under Way

:0 Ironside
:30 Orion.?. WM

La:
MIT

This doctrine is heresy and foreign to the Bible.
eenneth iny hearing, and
Petd-strys-ire-Rerrk. 4+14.
hearing by the word of God". If the Bible is the word
of God and if it is the gospel. then a nonbeliever by hearing through his reading the Bible can obtain faith. We
can hear the very words which Peter spoke by the power
of the lioHly Spirit and which pricked the hearts of those
who heard by reading Acts the second chapter. Thus the
hearts of those who read can also be pricked. Peter does
the explaining he is the true witness for Jehovah God.

into South Vietnam from Cambodia at Katum, the exBasal aur
—Td. -to be cuat.af.Caint,Odia. The Cfs riding an armca
promise
odus to meet President Nixon's
(Radiophoto;
Regiment.
personnel carrier are members of the 11th Cavalry

td:rry.2,:idaren 1

riIiI

I

The Jehovah's Witnesses objected to the first article appearing in this series on Jehovah's Witness doctrine, This article asserted that the Jehovah's Witnesses
believe in Latter- day revelations as do the Catholics.
Mormons, etc They felt that we were misrepresenting
them in their teaching. However, after hearing what they
have to say on this subject, that article depicted their
belief perfectly. They do not believe that the Bible is
all sufficient for a man's salvation. They believe that it
is necessary for one of the members of their Church to
explain the Bible to the unbeliever. They claim that
their members are iospired and have revelation from
the Holy Spirit. They claim that a person on his own
by his own intelligence cannot understand the Bible
Without having one of their members to explain the
... _
Bible.

nrc.td.

,
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tudies on prenatal diagnosis
and treatment of congenital
disease. The grant is from the
John A. Hartford Foundation,
_.
Inc., New York City.
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Texas Couple
Tows State
On Cycle

PRICES GOOD THRU JULY 8th

_1

By Gary G, Huddleston
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A vacationing Odessa, Texas,couple who
have motorcycled over 2600 miles from Texas to Pennsylvania
in two weeks visited the state
capitol here today because, "we
just had to see that floral clock."
Eula and Sherman tinier, who
left their home in Odessa June
12 to visit his father in Bedford, Pa., said of their first
visit to the commonwealth,"This
is the most beautiful country
we've seen on the trip."
With supplies strapped on their
new Suzuki 500, including two
telescoping fishing rods fitted in
-epeeiel handlebar - mounted CY°
tinders, they claim this is the
most economical vacation they
have taken.
Imler works as a shipping
supervisor for an Odessa cylinder gas firm andhasbeenacyclist
for four years.
He has made the Texas to
Pennsylvania trip once before,
but this is Mrs. Imler's first
overland venture on the twowheeler.
Have they experienced any difficulty due to their unusual mode
of travel?
"We got lost in Pittsburgh,"
he said.
They were particularly impressed with the Bluegrass area
horse farms and Kentucky's roadside parks, which they described
as the best they hduse
"We saw a picture of thefloral
clock at one of the parks we visited, and we decided we should
see it," tie said.
They have averaged 300-500
miles per day on the road, and
have stayed at motels along the
way.
"We always bring the motorcycle into our motel room at
night," he said. "We don't want
anyone to think it belongs to a
hippie."
The Imlers were given a guided tour of the Capitol, including
the office of Gov. Louie R. Nunn.
tinier remarked, "If anyone
had told me I would be inside
the governor's office today, I
wouldn't have believed him."

,

Ripened

TOMATOES

29'
.10`
39e
15'
.
1-th. ba. 10'
lb.

Yellow Ripe Cabana

Ci!EAY!IISs

CANTALOUPES J.rib, size

Pride of Ill.

Sanborn

CREAM
CORN

COFFEE

Chase and
Sanborn

COFFEE

Frosty Acres Frozen Foods —
Chicken, Beef and Turkey

POT PIES
Pet
ERitSzlIELLS
FISH STICKS
HUSH -PUPPIESGIEEN BEANS _ _
MIXED VEGETABLES _

8_02

a „DR $i
29
'
3'0. $1
290

Pkg. of 2
8-az. pkg.

16-oz. pkg.

9-oz. pkg.

2 F°. 39°
FoR 3g0

10-oz. pkg.

Mrs. Hubbard's

LUCKY PIES
NAIStSCO •
USAGE
YELLOW FREESTONE

PEACHES
14 oz, PECAN

SHORTBREAD
YOUR CHOICE

*

PER
NAPKINS

Early traasportation
in Los Angeles

-LOS AGELES

(UPI)—In
1916, Los Arigeles had 1,063
!ham oflinterudian electric car
lines radiating from the city's
core. Today they are completely gone.
ace

SA‘/I

G

ARE
SHANK PORTIONBUTT PORTION

BRYAN CANNED

2/89c
U.S. Choice Beef - Cut Any Thickness

SIRLOIN STEAK
BACON
FLAVOR ITE SLICED

ROYAL fASMION — Queen
Elizabeth H appears to be
setting a new millinery fashion, sporting tall feathers,
fts she reviews the Queen's
Bodyguards in London. Hew.
ever, the plumes belong to
an tintilenti0çd bodyguatxl,
offieer. betend; the monareh.

Fresh Horne Grown

A
FEresiiiielfi
tleq

Chase&

HELSINKI

Fugitives on tv
TOKYO -(UP1)—Jspan's net'iomd -police agency runs 15second commercials featuring
pictures and descriptions of
wanted men. Ibe agency hai a
2.5 million yen ($6,944) budget föi criminal commercials.

e
r
,
1neP
a

cFrfrhii ___,

CHOCOLATE
Defense retread
(UPI)—The defense forces have asked the government for 1.6 billion marlof
($400 million) to be used from
1971 to 1978 to purchase new
equipment from abroad, defense sources said. More than
half the amount, defensive mit,.
odes excluded,T would be used
to improve the air force and
air defenses.
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LB $1.19
LEAN MEATY PORK

SPARE

RIBS

Yellow Solid

Kraft Single Sliced American

MARGARINE
35°

CIIEESE
59°

i lbs.

12-oz. pkg.
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substantially above last year's
$1.3 billion trade balance but

EXPORTS UP

HAIRY SOFTBALL
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NOW YOU KNOW

by United Press International
still less than the $5 billion a
The Trans-Canada Highway,
WASHINGTON (UPI) —U.S. year the Nixon administration
which runs 4,787 miles from
by
imports
exceed
will
ggports
a Real.
Violist,
* B.C. to Bt. John's Nfld.,year, has set as
more than $2.3 billion this
is
the
world's longest paved
the
by
predictions
according to
ExpfIrts in May totaled $3.7 road.
Commerce Department.
billion and imports were $3.36
billion, setting record highs for
Australia
contributed
monthly totals, the department 416,808 volunteers to World
Thursdepartment
said
The
said,
War I service
day the Increase would be

BOSTON (UPI) — Historic
Boston Common may never
the same. Tuesday the Bootee
cast of the rock musioal-"Bair"
will play a charity softball
against the Playboy
game
Bunnies.
According to Horace Greeley
publicist for the play,
Mcii

THI11.11

Travel spending
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Americans don't skimp when it
comes to foreir travel. They
will be spending more than
billion a year on trips
abroad before the end of the
decade, says the American
Automobile Association. This
will be twice the 1969 record
expenditure of $5.2 billion.

Sr
YUKON CLUB
BEVERAGES

clo.59

U.S.D.A INSPECTED FRESH

BOX-0-CH ICKEN
SUPER-RIGHT
TRIAL RUN — Tony McClure of Calvert City, a freshman at Murray State University who lost both legs in Vietnam, prepares to try out the ramp built down to a library
entrance at the university to make the building more accessible to the physically handicapped. Shown with him are:
Orrin Bickel (right), director °Mint physical plant at Murray State, and Sam Evans, secretary of the Kentucky Commission on Employment of the Handicapped in Frankfort.
The modification Is the first phase of a program to prairies
easier access to new and existing buildings at Murray State
for people with physkal Impairment.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

3 BREAST QUARTERS
3 LEG QUARTERS
3 WINGS
3 NECKS
3 GIBLET PACKETS

CHUNK

"SUPER RIGHT"
SEMI BONELESS

Bologna

Filly Cooked

3 Lb. PKG. OR MORE

Ground Beef Lb...Vic-(17;nschweiger, Lb.

694
59c

Fish Sticks

BERTIPd

ALL

Facilities At Murray State
Are Being Made More Easily
Accessible To Handicapped

.
Lb. Pkg.

"SUPER RIGHT"

STI

BHAMBURGER
3 LB. PKG.
OR MORE

SIZE
Consciousness of the grow. tures in architectural design
ing number of physically hand- and modification to meet the
icapped people on college and demand are ramps and wider
university campuses has led to accesses to accommodate peoan intensihcation of the effort ple in wheelchairs, hand rails
to make facilities more access- on steps, wider stalls and grab
ible for them at Murray State bars in toilet facilities, and nonUniversity.
skid surfaces.
Orrin Bickel, director of physical plant, pointed to an inSpecial parting is also procreasing number of men re- vided for some of the handiturning severely handicapped capped students on the campfrom Vietnam as the primary us, and others are assigned keys
reason for stepping up the pro- to key-operated elevators in
grain to remove "architectural some buildings.
barriers."
Key existing buildings are
Future campus projects inbeing modified and future construction projects are being volving federal financing must
planned to accommodate people conform to the provisions of a
with physical impairment, ac- law enacted gy the 90th Concording to Bickel. The first gress in 1968 "to insure that
phase of the modofication — a certain buildings financed with
ramp leading into the library federal funds are so designed
and a buzzer at the outer door and constructed as to be acfor assistance — has already cessible to the physically handlbeen completed
caPPet"
He said other corrections in
Sam Evans, secretary of the
existing buildings will be made
to provide easier access to loca- Kentucky Commission on Emtions such as a cafeteria, recrea- ployment of the Handicapped in
tional facilities such as t he Frankfort, called it "wonderful
1,toming pool, and the admin- that Murray State is correcting
serious problems included in
istration building.
"As other areas are pointed public buildings designed only
out to us," he continued, "we for the physically fit."
Noting that one in seven
Intend to do our best to provide
for the handicapped people on Americans — a total of about
our campus in every way pos- 20 million — has some kind of
permanent ,disability, he said
sible."
He listed several projects un- the Veterans Administration reder construction and in the ports the percentage of physiplanning stages with special cally handicapped men returnprovisions, including the seven- ing from Vietnam to be unusustory classroom building to be ally high because of the nature
completed next fall and two of the fighting in that war.
"Them young men make it
units of a married housing complex now in planning. He added imperative that we face the prothat architects have also agreed blem here in Kentucky," he
to make some changes in the said. "It would be a tragedy for
addition to the fine arts build- a Kentuckian to have to leave
ing to meet the need for bet- his home state to get an education if he comes back from
.
ter access.
Among the more common fea- Vietnam with no feet or legs."

$369

Sliced In Chops

co(

4th & 5th
RIBS

8 Lb.$
Size

FROSTY

SAC
FROSTY

5

HUNT'S

SWEET

1505.
CANS

TomatoSauce
HUNT'S MANWECH

Sandwich Sauce
AUNT JANE'S HOT DOG OR

3

15 Oz.
CANS
12 Oz.
CANS
6 Oz
CANS

ac.
Potato Sticks

39c
LB.594_
5.3GL: 494
,
49c
29C

Yellow Corn
S1

EARS

TASTY

00

Bibb Lettuce

25c
79t

B SIZt

Red Potatoes
Vine Ripe or Hot House

Tomatoes
YELLOW

Squash

CAN

494

With This Coupon
Good Ihru Set. July 4
Good Al ALP Food Stores
Reg. Price Without Coupon
limit 1 Coupon Per Person

—Pork & 'eons

fly

16 Oz.
CANS

ASS(
MARSH

CO(

ASP FRESH

y

Potato Salad

MEI

BAMJ

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
5 Lb. hag

F L As

AL

WESSON OIL
24 Oz. Bottle

FIS1

STRA

AJAX LIQUID

49c

With This Coupon
Good Thin Sat. July 4
Good At AAP Fond Stores
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Person

DISHWASHING

JI

DETERGENT

This Coupon

WORTH 20c
On Any Sire Boo
p
)

PAMPERS DIAPERS-

411.-

Set. July 4. -4
..110
AmGood At ALP Food.Sta(in_
t=2.
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Person
CrOo d T hrll

AU SPECIAL!
Limited Time Only

THIS
UPON
WORTH

-Betty Crocker

LAYER CAKE MIXES

3
aorwiti!

01. DO lab

14.

Go`od Thru sat., July
Good At ALP Food Stores
Reg. PTif• Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Person

41AX
DISHWASHING LIQUID
22 Oz Bottle
290
With The Coupon
Good Ittn, Sat., July
Good At ASP Feed Stores
Rog. Price Without Coupon
Loupe.* Per Person

?e

g1,500—It's the new computer watch, coming out in
at only $1.500 the copy. A thumb 'presses the button
and it flashes the time Otherwise the face is blank . At
TOM...UM I ".
rechatite.
,the main,Imaius
right at
elate battery. display -side of computet module. Timis c_rys--tirsnIEW-isiffileiWvi,oliipiTtim module. Mar.

WITH 550c1 OR MORE ADDITIONAL PURCHASE

•

4

16 OZ.
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OPEN JULY 4th
-

SPAliR
tsH IBS

WIENERS

L,59c

LB.

7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

FIELDS

BRUNSC IE ViEliE;

Store
Hours:

SIRLOIN
STEAK 119
Swifts
Premium

BEEF..TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

HAMS

FIELDS FULLY COOKED
CHESTNUT

BACON

WHOLE

BUTT HALF
69c

LB.

*

-Ib.69c

FROZEN FOODS

LB.

GROUNPlii BEEF
LB 49c

SHANK HALF 55C
lb.

*

PRODUCE

*

BERTINE

STRAWBERRIES
COOL WHIP

.0.. 4 FOR $1.00
41„. 3 FOR 99°

FROSTY ACRES

SACK-O-CORN

8 Z.49*

FROSTY ACRES
FISH

;TICKS

FLAVOR KIST
AfirbORTE0
MARSHMALLOW

14-.z.

LAY'S

59*

DIXIE

SHOWBOAT

POTATO
CHIPS
TWIN BAG

Pen

25"'

TONY
DOG

MIDWEST

FOOD

ICE

MILK

15 OZ.

Y2 GAL.

5/45c

43c

LIPTON LO.CAL

LIQUID
DETERGENT

JELLY

79c
69c

INSTANT
JOY

AMERICAN WHOLE

lb.

3D02.$1.00

BLUE LAKE
TEENIE WEENIE

c
50Z. 89

CLIP THIS COUPON
TOWARD THE PURCHASE
OF EITHER
4 Oz. REGULAR

c
OT. 49

KRAFT

CHEEKER

MUSTARD

CANNED

Oz.or

Lipton

DRINKS

INSTANT TEA
Limit one per family.

• JOHNSON'S- GROCERY

"./Oly 24, 1970
M011-TON HOUSE

BAKE
D
BEANS

JELLY

BEANS

SAUSAGE

4 OZ 2
/
45c
KR AFT

REALEMON

MARSHMALLOWS

LEMON

c
200Z. 39

c
32 OZ. 59

Alabama Girl

PHIL ADEL PHIA

HAMBURGER

CREAM

DILLS

CHEESE

16 OZ.

23c
DEL MONTE

PUREX

CATSUP

- ??sz.

35c

c
GAL. 59

80r. 39c

SCOTT FAMILY

OLD JUDGE

NAPKINS

COME

160 Ct.

20 OZ

CLIP THIS COUPON
•

LIMIT 2 LBS.

12 OZ.
9 OZ.15c
6
/
55c

29c

Le. 75c

10 OZ.6 PACK CARTON

KRAFT

CHAR
COAL
COKE
S
RICHTEX
MAYONNAISE
R. Co's PEPSI'S BRIQUETS SHORTENING
00
09
LIMIT 3

OR DE POSIT

OT. 65C

OZ,2/45c

VIENNA

303 CANS\

c
GT. 75

JUICE

PLUS BOTTLES 3/S1

16

GREEN

5/$1°°
WELCH GRAPE

1

PICKLES

TEA

c
GT. 45

c
29

TIDE

KREY

DILL

18 OZ.

Expires

Each

No. 1 Can

10C

I.

BAMA APPLE
STRAWBERRY

PER

80 Cf.

ALUMINUM FOIL

only at

3 LBS.

PLATES

BEANS
300 CAN

ALCOA HEAVY DUTY

WORM

25°
25°
49'
29°
lb. 15'

3 EARS

DOUBt-E Q

SALMON

49c

COUPON

Doz.

PINK

COOKIES

THIS

SUNKIST LEMONS
FRESH CORN
YELLOW ONIONS
FRESH PINEAPPLES
POLE BEANS
FRESH SQUASH
HOKE MEDIUM EGGS

41.4

trf

0 LB.

65c 51

3 LB.

4--

65c
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Ordinary Silver Coins "Road Pros"
Could Teach
Can Be Treasure Trove Good Lessons
RALPH
SIERNO

By Jim Warren

called narcolepsy causes an un- itary. association, the NSC said.
told number of deaths and ac- •"The disease is not fatal; it
cidents on the nation's high- carries no threat of malignancy
ways each year, the National and there is no clearcut proof
Safety Council (NSC) reports. that it may develop into a
more serious nervous disThis disease, however, is not
caused by a parasite or virus. order," the council added.
"Sufferers are not confined
Its basic cause is still unknown
although lack of oxygen to the to their beds; they may be
walking beside you, sitting
brain may be involved, and
there appears to be a hered- next to you in the theatre, or
even-driving the car you're riding in."
Although the disease is not
uniformly present among age
The Following
groups, it is estimated that It
affects-- some 200,000 to
300,000 motorists.
Last year 15 per cent of the
nation's 236 highway deaths
were blamed on the driver-bein Murray, Will Be
ing "drowsy or sleepy."
Although how many of
them had narcolepsy is unknown,-the NSG-reported-that
any stretch of uninterrupted
on Friday & Saturday July 3& 4
driving can cause an overwhel•
ming demand for the narcoleptic to shut his eyes.
Galloway Insurance"
NSC added that although
Farm Bureau
ii-—ans
se
unlikely that narcolepsy will ever be cured in the
State Farm
true sense of the word, once
k'iirdom & Thurmond
diagnosed, its most dangerous
Wilson Insurance
effect, sleepiness, can be pre.
vented with medication.
Melugin & Holton

Insurance Agents
Closed

T. C. Collie Agency
Murray Insurance Agency
General Insurance

Forest fires in the United
States annually destroy enough
timber to build 25,000 homes.

FRANKFORT, Ky. -With highMir Of
way deaths rising, Kentucky motorAlSE
orists would do well to take lessIMMO,
MS from the nation's safest driv$ $ $
ers-truck drivers.
Truckers, despite cover* 400
million miles a year in Kentucky
alone, average about three accidents per million miles compared
with 16 per million miles for
automobile drivers.
"Truckers are proud of their
FBI PICKETED— Four Italian-Americans wr,lk in a picket line
safety record and try hard to
at the FBI headquarters in Manhattan. The protest was ormaintain their high standard," ganized in part by alleged Maria overlord Joseph Colombo.
says Paul K. Young, managing
director of the Kentucky Motor are a hazard on our roads but day when Kentucky motorists reTransportation Assn. (KMTA). statistics prove otherwise,"says ach a comparable level of
Young says regular physical Arthur E. Beard,KTSCC executi- safety."
check-ups, limited amounts of ve director."We only booe for the
driving time, equipment inspection, and safe driving techniques
help truckers keep accidents
down.
The Kentucky Department of
Motor Transportatica helps by
Inspecting over 1000 trucks per
month at weigh stations around
the state.
In addition the Kentucky Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee (KTSCC) notifies the KMTA
of any violations by trucks in
Murray State
the state.
Truckers depend on the art
University
of defensive driving- seeing dangerous situations and avoiding
Room 252 Fine Arts
accidents before they happen.
by
Common coins worth an uncommon amount as
They learn to leave themselves
Building
Chagall.
silver for the smalter pot put a glint in the
an alternate course in case of
Baskin.
eyes of Hesselbacher and daughter Stacey, age 6.
emergency in every maneuver.
Roilault,
Thursday, July 2
Daimler
Truckers say motorists should
By RAY BARTH
&
many
be more aware of signaling,brak11 A.M. to 4 P.M.
others
ing distance, and adjusting speed
Central Press Association Correspondent
SCALES MOUND, I11,--Spring housecleaning, says Orville to road and weather conditions.
tr. the worm to sweep the ratiney They complain Most motorists
'Hs Thac%er,'lathe best-tune -'
teen
out from under the rug and shake the family silver out of the do not concentrate enough on the
P • Mord,Md.
bedsprings.
job of driving.
Coins that aren't good enough for coin collections but have
"Some people believe trucks
full quota of silver can be sold for smelting at a current

exhibition
sNe ol
original
gram
Mr collectors

their
price about 125,;, of face value.
Hesselbacher, a Scales Mound farmer-plumber who buys silver
on the side, says "right now' is the best time to sell silver coins
dated 1964 and before.
It's a case of "common money" coming tilt° its own at last,

and almost everybody has a little squirreled away somewhere,
Hesselbacher believes
Smelting of coinage was made
legal only last autumn. It's a
new thing, still little known, and
in six months the price paid
for dimes, quarters and halves

has fluctuated between 7 and
30 per cent premium, going
down as well as up
• • •
HESSELBACHER'S problem,
along with other coin dealers, is
convincing people that their
old money isn't all Spanish doubioons worth a small fortune.
They can easily check this,
he says, consulting coin collecting catalogues.
Once they accept the fact
that their money Is —common"
they can decide whether to sell

P•O••4
alftl
•,
44

0
•
0
044
•4141a41
r• 11.•
FAMILY CLOTH ES

it at 25 per cent profit or keep
It in hope of a further rise
Hesselbacher points out that
25 per cent is a pretty good
one-time return and it can be
stretched to 31 per cent by
putting the proceeds into a bank
for a year at five per, cent interest.
If this leaves an empty feeling in the pit of the old mattress, well, you can buy your
coins back as silver bars for
$4.95 an ounce or $2,000 for a
1,000-ounce bar.
Better still, Hesselbacher suggests, fill it with the new copper-core coins.
.1‘.A. the rate copper has been
gqipg up, they may be the next 1
coitus to be melted down for
their ore. Of course, that is still
a few tosses and turns away.

263

I

W. Brewers

1

WALK
8110111

JEANS
Perma-Prest
29-3i

SHORT SLEEVE

/

SHIRTS
Solids - Stripes

CHECKS

i

CIIICAGO (CPI) -- Too
ei
much- sleep can make you the
opposite of alert, say author_
ities at a sivp center operated i
by a mattress company.
Individual sleep needs vary 1
'CUT-01FF
B°YaSnd IVY
from person to person. Eight
• WALK
hours may be right for some,
while six will be adequate for
others. The main thing to remember: if you are ti61 gettSlim and Reg.
ing a full eight hours, don't i $175 6 - IS $250
won/. Under normal circumstances- your body clock functions efficiently.- - It will tell
you when you need sleep.

i

SHORTS

I

Ir10
CONVENIENT
f0011141Ra

NO SLUGS, PLEASE

/

DETROIT (UP -The city of
Detroit- now is installing a
device on parking meters which
will reject any kind of slug,
Including beer-can rings.
I
Earl Ploof of the city
treasurer's office said that of
the 200 slugs used in parking
meters each week, more than
half are beer-can rings. The
city loses about $12 sa week
because of slugs, Ploof said.
"Summer is the big time for
beer-can rings," he said.
"People sit in _their cars
drinking beer and throw them
out In the streets. Drivers pick
them up and feed them to the
m eter s."

1

I

LITTLE BOYS

WHITE
SHORTS

SHORT SLEEVE I
SHIRTS I

White Drags Josef
and
Plaid Flares
3 to 6X

.

.TO MATCH

GIRLS

DENIM

—

GIRLS
SHORT SLEEVE

SH OM
_ gums
'
SoIlds and Plaids
(Also Chubby Shortsin
white)

I $175 to $250
.

(Slgihtly hr.)
7 - 14
Navy - White - Green
Aqua

$1®

NOT11

teCA

efIL4

2IS
-

$150 to $2®
.

i
If you're angry red over sunburn
rt.
and skin-care lotion prices, you
need to make a fast 7-minute
stop 8 a.m. til midnight_ at
Convenient Food Mart.
/ In Convenient's new Discount
Health and Beauty Aids
Department, you'll find a complete
selection of sun tan lotions and sunburn
remedies, and you'll save at least 20% on them. As a
matter of fact, you can save 20% or more on all the most
popular-sued top name brands of health and beauty aids you'll find. at Convenient.
Isn't th at a
soothing thought?

1965 PONTIAC
top. 1964 Pot
four door honk
air and all pt
Taylor Gulf Sta
9th and Main.

1966 BL11CK W
torn air and a
car. 1962 Buick
with air and i
top. Cain and
tion. Corner of

Sends - PlialAISO

Sleepy head news

2986 OLDS 98 1
and MI power.
lane two door hi
Taylor Gulf Sta
6th and Main.

i

'

i

7,, 5/,

1969 CHEVROLI
door hardtop w
and power steer
age car. 1967 C
sedan. Factory a
er. Vinyl roof. C
Gulf Station. Coi
Main.
1961 CHRYSLEI
tour door harder
power. 1968 El I
let pick-up, aLt
er steering mid •
and Taylor Gulf
er of 6th and M

1965 FALCON
er automatic. 1
Sabre. Nice on
power. Cain as
Station. Corner

PARIS, TENN.

MEN'S PLAID

AUTOS PC

1968 FORD Tcriz
1970 New Cli
truck. Cain and •
Lon. Corner of

V

,
• a,

NOT

$150 to $350

i

MR. THOMPSON
(WOMENS)

I

SHORTS-SLACKS I
SKIRTS-BLOUSES a
DRESSES-TUNICS
10% OFF V
Wed., Thurs.', Fri.

Only!

a

1

PHONE
6441211

CAMPBELLS
FACTORY OUTLET

* WE HONOR
*
BANK AMERICARD
and
MASTER CHARGE

7.531.6
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BuyiNG?SELLIAIGP

rists retvel of

FOR SALE

FOE IFALII

BOSTON TERRIER puppy,
ALL TRACTOR equipment and
weeks old. Has been wormed.• on, sell or trade for items
Black with white markings. of equal value. Call 753-8116
Father AKC registered, mother after- 5 p. in.
July4C
not registered. Will sell reasonmantle.
Oak
able. Call 753-4030 atter 5:00 OLD ANTIQUE
TFNC "sharp". Phone 753-4516 after
p. in.
July-3-NC
6:00 p. in.
BY OWNER, new threebedrooni CASH AND CARRY. New load
Apricot
Toy
FtEGISTERED
AKC
Good
carpet. Commercial type hibrick house in Murray.
deosity rubber back, $3.95 sq. Poodle, six weeks Md. Phone
location. Phone 753-4684July-2-C • Heavy shag, $3.95 sq. yd. 7534330. Also stua service.
July-8-C
Mao in stock. Big bargain pile,
yd.
sq.
$2.99
and
yd.
sq.
$1.99
SERVICES OFFERS!)
for anything in pile while it AKC REGISTERED Collie pupCABP112111IY: new or ramodelr Lists. Paschall's Discouot Howe, pies, seven weeks old. Wormed,'
1st For free estimates ten Hazel, Kentucky 492-0733. We shots. Paducah 443-5503.
July,-&C
TFC will be open 4th of July.
Hawley Bocy 4924130.
BEAUTIFUL aiecooditioned 3bedroom brick, family, num.
double carport, storage room.
pow gable, city water, an
wres, paved road. Neer Benton, Kentucky. $26,500. Phone
TYC
1-603-527-81M.

Ad" vf,
4111
NOTICE

LOOKING FOR your dream
hale then you need to take a
look at this beautiful brick
home on moth letth Street. it
has 4 or 5 bedrooms. Extra
Will Be
large family room with fireplace, play ncorn a 2nd kitchen
in lower floor for those hot
days when you don't WallE the
other disturbed, baths, carpet,
central heat and air, karge lot.
It has it all. Take a look and
you will be convienced Mso.
ON MELROSE we have a 4-bedroom house with 2 beautiful
ceramic tile baths, carpet, cenheat and air, fireplace, open
NOTICE
two car garage and is
machine.
and
ccpying
motor
RUNABOUT,
THERMOFAX
14'
vacant.
toPagnMag.
PROF'ESS1ONAL
FIGHT FATIGUE with ZIppies,
Nailer. Fully equipped, extra A-1 condition. Can be seen at the great iron pill. Only $1.96 IN THE CALLOWAY CiRCAJIT
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroani brick twice and exterior. Reference&
COURT
moEvinrude
HP
753-3361.
4
91
call
Also
or
nice.
Supply
Murray
July-l-P
Hotbed Drug.
on Part Lane. This house is 4 Free eatimates. Moos 753-3411
Civil Action File No. 2641
July-11-C
tor with small fishing boat
July-124
new.
years cid but looks like
REDUCE sate sod het with Go MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY,
Sportsman Dock on Jonathon
Has family room, utility, lots of
VS.
753-2500. 17W FOLBOT Kayak, (excellent Base Tablets wad Ev-Vap -we- PLAINTIFF,
or
354-6568
Call
Creek.
closet and storage space, beauJuly-2-C fishing boat) complete with pad- tter pills" Reiland Drug.
tiful drapes, air oonditiorned,
dies and ale jackets. Also: slide
NOTICE OF SALE
July-1-P
owners are leaving town. You
FOR SALE OR RENT: Ho
projector, lentimdar projection
LEE ROGERS and CLIFTON
up/
can have an early posseasioa
,A4 46.
trailer, 10' a 51', '61 model. screen, 35 mm camera, 35 mm
1,1;14,11110
FINNEY, d/b/a ROGERS &
4;It
.,1144054,1141,
1,01,iti
date.
Phone 753-7856 or 753-6231. photo enlarger and some acFINNEY CONSTRUCTION COMIN
JUST
TIME
FOR
48 ACRES of land at Wirwell
August-1 cessories, and portable Zig-Zaz
PANY. DEFENDANTS
with some of the nicest shady
sewing machine. Call 753-2778
Pursmmt to execution placed
JULY 4TH HOLIDAY
carpets
beep
wear
longer
FOR
road
paved
lots in county. Has
before 8 p. in. or see at 1014
In my hands to satisfy a judge
Rent
Lustre.
with
dean
Blue
on two sides. This Land can be
July-8-NC
Payne Street.
25% to 35% mark down no merit in the amount of One
:electric eliam,pooer $1. Big K.
bought with new 3-bedroom
Paving Co.
040"...serec.
weni., Thousaod Three Hundred Sixty
shorts,
anitL sport
coats
July-3-C
brick or just the land.
_and -03499--(41-;30'f:033
dresser,
RANGE,
HOTPOINT
walk
gREE
ESTIMATE
80 ACRES of land 3 miles east
Dollars, I shall offer for sale
1969 MOBILE HOME, furnish- set of end tables and set of
of Elm Grove Church an 'roan
at 1:30 P. M., Thursday, July
- WF WILL NOT BE UNCIF-RSOLD
ed or unfurnished. Fully air lamps. All in good condi
.-ado $5501).
16, 1970 the following deacrih
THE COLLEGE SHOP
WE HAVE a 3-bedrocen brick
ed personal property owned by
Across Street from MSU
Hale's Trailer Court or call 753Road
Ground
seat.
Camp
Coles
oar
on the
Library
the Defendant. LEE ROGERS:
July-l-P BABY- BUGGY and
E791.
July-2.-C
on 1 acre of land. This is a COMPLETE MOBILE HOME REPhone 7534925.
July-2.0 Sale to be conducted on South
••••••••••••••••••• S. ••-•
very nice house and is priced PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile CLEAN rugs, like new, OD Ma
side of Court House.
REGISTERED quarter mare
to sell at only $18,000.
Home Repairs all maker and to do with Blue Lustre. Rent
grand
Great
dun.
old
year
Five
NM4ta Poplar Spring,vehureh
dm or misfit. Cal- electric ehompooer $1. Western
Bonneville,
1966 Punt:,at
your
AUTO) FOR SALE
-Amos POStliihiJW we have a 5-room brick house vert City 395-7553. Long dis- Auto, Home of "The Wishing datighter of Okiaboma Star P-8. CASH or good trade in for
steering,
power
top,
vinyl
and
Music
p.
Leach's
5:00
pima.
after
raid
753-7425
in sight of Kentucky Lake on tance mil collect. Fast efficJuly-l-C Phone
brakes, and air conditioning
July-2-C TV. Phone 753-7575. July-7C
basement,
four
part
MP,
drive,
1989
wheel
Has
road.
paved
twoImpala
1969 CHEVROLET
ient service at reasonable cost.
TFC PING PONG table, used six 136E2) Speed Queen clothes dry NOME
door hardtop with factory air low mileage, has two tops. Call on 1 acre shady lot, $18,500.
insurance
HOME
Riding lawn mower, 25" cut,
months, price $40.00. Phone 753have
we
Church
17E
753-7850.
FLINT
mileNEAR
and power steering. Low
SIX horsepower Briggs and
or. Very good condition. Phone Broad coverage, low rates. Cell
lawn
FILED,
mowers
8664.
and
SAWS
central
with
brick
J-3-C us before you buy. Galloway
age car. 1987 Oicis 98 Luxury 1967 FORD pick-up truck. Like a 3-bedroom
Stratton engine.
753-4429.
sedan. Factory air and all pow- 1. w. Straight Mitt, V-8 engine. heat and air conditioning, car. email epiphanies' repaired and PREMIUM TIRES, fully guaraninsurance & Real Estate AgR.
512
sharpened.
1967 REGENT mobile home, ency Phone 733-6842, Murray,
pet in living room and hall, 6 yard tools
er. Vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor I. hone 753-3392.
n the day of sale bidders
-ply nylon, W. S. W.;
July-3-P
land, garage, $22,000 South 12th Street Phone 754- teed, 4
10' x 50', all gas, air conditionacres
Gulf Station. Comer of 6th and
July-11-C will be prepared to pay cash
$16.72;
$18.58,
650x13,
735x14,
TFC
ed. Phone 436-5862 or 753-7770
July-3-C
This house is rented, must be 6067.
Main.
or sign a bond with sufficient
775x14, $19.92; 825x14, $20.70,
July-2-C
1964 PLYMOUTH Fury, V. 4- shcovn by appointment only.
OF THANKS
CARD
for the purchase price
surety
$19.68;
hay
775:15,
Have
$22.02;
855x14,
HAY.
IIAUL
1987 CHRYSLER New Yorker door sedan. Real goad car. ON RYAN Avenue 1 ki blocks VZ
Words csinnot empress our ap- with such bond to be paid withcrew. Phone 753- 815x15, $20.51; 845x15, $21.76; BAY GELDING, one-half Thorfour door hardtop with air and Phone 753-4518 after 8:00 p.
from University Campus we truck. Have
Quarter preciation to those who tried in thirty (30) days.
oughbred, one-half
July-3-NC 900x15, $23.38. Uncle Jeff's.
power. 1968 El Camino ChevroJuiy-3-NC have a 3-bedroom brick with 4101 or 753-3591.
This the 24th day of June,
old. Moving. to lighten our grief by their
July-3-P
years
3%
horse.
let pick-up, automatic, V-8, powbeen
just
has
deer -This house
July-7-C many acts of kindness and ex- 1970.
Phone 7534118.
er steering and via.). -aof. Cain 1968 WILCA'r All power with decorated and is ready for ocHOLSTEIN HEIFER, should
pressions of sympathy after the
Clyde Steele,
LOST & POUND
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- air. Phone 753-4516 after 6:00 cupancy. Pommel:en with deed.
calve in 2 to 4 weeks, 900-1000 AIR CONDITIONER, used three sudden death of our beloved husSHERIFF, CALLOWAY
July-3-NC Owner is asking for a bid.
July-3-C p. m.
of 6th and Main.
LOST: man's Longine watch at lbs., $300.00. Phone Toy Lee months, GE, 18,000 BTU, $185. band, father, and grandfather,
COUNTY COURT
YOU are interested in fe- Kenlake Golf coure. Rectangu- Barnett 7534776. Also septic
H-1TC
JuLv-2-C Hughie Ross.
753-5089.
1968 FORD Torino Fastback GT. 1967 CEEE.YROLET Lmpela Bowl IF
Call
lar face and gold band, $23.011 4apk work, dirt and gravel.
mme pcopagW we
We especially want to thank
1970 New Chevrolet plek-up Coupe, V-8, autocuirt.c. power
extra good property. No. 1-10- reward. If found mil 733-1916
July-2-C
the donors of the beautiful flowtruck. Cain sod Taylor Gulf Sta- steering, air conditioning,
July-7-P
creed at 1101 Main Street. This
those who brought food, BELTONE factory fresh hearuon. Corner of 8th arid Main.
Reason for selling. has a house with private apartmiles
a1)
r1
SPO
Phone
LARGE
pony.
July-3-C
lardin-Bextle3
Masonic Lodge ing aid batteries for all make
RENT
FOE
small
LOST:
Rat
Terrier puppy, Bailey Barnett 753-5831.
going to Vietnam. See or call merit upstairs and garage apart.
Carpenter's
567,
Local No. hearing aids, Wallii Drugs.
old.
lost in Part Lane
Roger Cooper 753-5335
H-1-T-C
July-2-C FOUR-BEDROOM, two Wmk 2049. the choir at New Zion
roent. You could have an extra 2 years
July-8-P nice living quarters and a good and South 18th Street area.
1965 FALCON sedan, 6-cylindStreet.
Sharpe
1000
home,
C.
C.
brick
Rev.
church,
Jr.,
Brasher,
July
income. This is an a large shady Call 733-8580.
er automatic. 1967 Buick LaHarold Lassiter, and Linn MALE COLLEGE student needs
$113 month. Yearly lame. ApCARD OF THANKS
Sabre. Nice oar with air and 17 FT INSULATED Van on lot.
,LOST: btmoh of keys between
ply at Ledger and Times. ITC
Home.
our
ex.preas
we
May
part-time job. Experienced in
Gulf
power. Cain and Taylor
1958 GAIC 2% ton chassis. Van ON NORTH 16TH Street, Fat 15th aid 12th on south Ade of appreciation to all our friends
May God bless each of you.
grocery store, truckitig and auiltichaa,
apartment,
-BEDROOM
Station. Corner of 6th and Main. body A-1 with metal floor. Ideal we have a 2-bedroom brick and
2
6:00
Rom
at
Velma
Tuesday
Mrs.
a. in.,
P0Flar
their many
toinctive parts. Call' 753-4010.
paid.
July-3-C for contractors, storage, etc. two 3-rooni apartments. The massing. Please retool to 1293 and relatives for
hall and bath, 0kllth
mid Family
kindnesses to my husband,
July-2-C
TIC
for
renting
are
753-3948
apartments
Call
Best
repair.
motor
needs
Pegke or phone 753-2745.
ITC
Melton Marshall, throughout his
1966 OLDS 98 with factory air ruck
••
this
If
month.
per
$180.00
753Phone
$450.00.
er over
July-3-P extended illness and data.- You TWO-BEDROOM duplex.
and all power. 1966 Ford FairJuly-8-C iiicome with a nice place to
left nothing undone that would 753-7868
lane two door hardtop. Cain and 2700.
live sounds interesting take a
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
cheer or comfort him. We wish
Taylor Gulf Station Corner of
this.
at
look
WANTED TO BUY
to
Doctor Donald G.
ohm*
July4C 1965 MUSTANG 289 Cruise-a6th and Main.
OND
MAU WOMT
have
we
Street
12th
work.
automive
for
3-Proceed
ACROSS
ON NORTH
Hughes, Dr. C. C. Lowry and BUILDING
VOW DEMO OrM0
matte, $750.00 or will make
4 Courageous
1965 PONTIAC two door hard- reasonable trade. Phone 753- a house with two apartments WANTED TO BUY approxi- the entire staff a Murray Cal- Aar compressor and hot water 1 Label
MODOWOOMM
WOU
person
4 Pronoun
5-Dropsy
30ECIRllitI
top. 1964 Pontiac Bonneville 8812 or 753-6734. Can be seen completely new inn& and is mately 3 acre tract of land on loway County Hospital for their furnished, nice office. P
6-Post
of
July-7-C 6,Kind fabric
AO DUO IJIJ1I0
priced at $15,250.
southwest side of county. Must wonderful care
tour door hardtop with factory
throughout the 753-3018
11-Ran away to
7-Sea eagle
at Starks Mobile Homes.
MOO 000 0000M
6-ROOM frame house mid 3 ac- be on good gravel or black top; years. Our thanks also to Mr.
be married
8-Disturbance
air and all power. Cain and
July-3C
1604
at
apartment
FURNISHED
OCAN OTM MU
BM
9-A state (abbr )
13 lasts
; route. Penres of land near Van Cleve for road and on
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
Henry Hargis, Mr. William John- Dodson, for rent for die sum- 15 Three-toed
NUOR&I LLOMW
10-Encomrums
preferred.'
land
wooded
$8,000.
ally
July-3-C
8th and Maio.
12-Rrver in Italy
sloths
NOM NOW WM
on Mr. F.. R. Bailey and the mer months. Reasonable. Phew
14 Trap
16-Spice
WE HAVE a new 3-bedroom Contact Earl Spann, Route 2,'choir for their
gOlQg
services.
July4C 18 Preposition
17 Liquid
7534564.
that
Estates
1966 BUICK Wildcat with fanJuly2-C.
Canterbury
62275.
WAMMTJUMN AOU
in
Ill
brick
Poeliontsa,
WANTED
HELP
measure
19 Hebrew letter
Especially do we appreciate
well
MEMO
OMOU TIOU
extra
torn air and all power. Local
and
nice
extra
is
20-Min's name
21 Leave out
the kind cornsideratioo of the LARGE NICE fumbtied apart 22-Roman
DUNE] OOMB OAd
garment 23-Elkshe
oar. 1962 Buick Motion wagon WANTED: someone who does built. Has large family room, WARTED: Wheat, contact Stel
ei.coadisod
Canmeed
meet.
J
H.
24
Churchill Funeral Home.
Writes
24-Parent (colloq.)
with air and power. Rack on ironing in their home. Have 2 baths, double carport, outside is Feed Mill, can 753-1255.
Mrs. J. Melton Marshall Unimei Married couples only. '26 Landed
25-Barracuda
41 Former Russian 51-Irishman
top. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- namely permanent press items. storage, central heat mid air,
28 Werght of India
Street
13th
South
100
27-Pedal digits
ruler
53-Period of fasting
1TNC Located
29 Tale as
tic& Comer of 8th and Main. Will deliver and pick up. Call Large lot, in city whoa, paved
Prevailing
43
group
30-Athliatic
July-3-C
Contra
Port
Kelly's
57-Ourrna native
one's own
July-3-C 753-7820 after 5:00.
governmental
Retained
32
July-3-P streees, city sewer mid owner
-Roman got,
58
31-Observe
system
35-Gift
will trade for cheaper house or
NOTICE
60-Grain
point
Compass
44-Latin caniunotiol
33
moTWOBEDROOM
37-Challeng•
62-Pronoun
12' x 50'
46-Printer's
through
farm.
conditioned. 34-1eek
38-Sat for portrait
Measure
64 b• r )
(a rbys
ec
36 Want
A
bile home. Air
WE ARE SELLING Real Estate
NOTICE
39--Dealiar
48
Locations
weight
Special
313-LIOUld measure
washer. Nice location
it Roberta Realty, if you have
(abbr
MS 4
di3
1
MKS= 7 8 110 a
summer nibs. Phone 901442- 49,5suit cake
property to sell or trade check
July-7-P
:"PiS
11.1itIM Ma
listings.
your
need
5370.
we
us
42
Extra
with
14
11
:a 13
45-Netive metal
Call Hoyt or Ray Roberts at
NI
-BEDROOM brick on Si 47-Army meal
THREE
ir
us
see
and
by
1
come
It??`
111:19/11
lia
753-1661 or
.
S
i•
(Serving America ter 96 Years)
49-Allowance for
Irvan. Phooe 492-8283. July-7
at 505 Main Street. We like to
waste
Xit% 22
21
r%
li
11
:•:•:•
.%
8.
July-3.0
2311
SO Walled_
talk real estate.
VA
Offers an exciting opportunity to operate a business of
52 Go by wirer
Kentucky
on
LAO
TRAILERS
For
54
example
qualified
oriented
Sales
211
your own. We are interested in a
TWO LOTS at Panorama snores,
- - ember
by west or month, air
I
person with previous retail experience to own and opelocated on Jacks Creek. Call 436Ailli
;
;
;
NMI
ilffill11111111
tinned, private lots. In Blood 55-Man s nickname
37 ex!r
33 ':::::•7, 36
56-Put on ooe's
TEM
*X.:
rate a catalog store in Murray, Kentucky.
=39.
river area. Call 436-2323.
82erd
wo.:,:t
I.V•.-X.4
return
a
for
in
If you are willing to accept responsibility
July-SC 59 Modem loved
41 OW Lym
13 44
KENIANA SHORES. Mobile
34 LIZ;40
writ* giving full personal
by Zeus
business,
NM
•:fof
in
future
awe
your
1111M/W
Home Lot, 80' x 200% full price
20 pr. PONTOON boat. By the 61 Debase
;47
46 :44:4
ill
%10:49
• qualifications to:
NZ*
1695; $10 per month. Water
4.14
:
day or by the week. Phone 753- 63 Puzzle
31 AiKi: 57
so
33 M54
available, hike access, 436-5320
65.111urnineted
5754 or 7534104. 'July-8-C
$$:
sewn
fir
July-3-C
EL DEAN WACHS
58 MUM 60
10 FT. WIDE two-bedroom mo- 66-Saint (abbr.)
.%
A
Soak
67
w•MIM
A WOMAN'S dream home, cusMontgomery Ward
64
bile home. Air conditioned, auA6401100mq.
tom-built by Owen luxurious;
DOWN
il il
Mil II
tomatic waffler, dal*l
Pri:
Paris, Tennessee
climate galore; huge kitchen;
vate drive, $70.00 :per month
I Afternoon _party
40114
mult#1.4t
two baths; carpeted; drapes,
Phone 489-30Sho-o- -ihdy4-C 2 Wing tooted
tr, by nit
ea t ure Sndkate. nc.
and
heat
central
air,
room;
win
• Al 'eta.
fireplace, tile foyer; indirect
.j
lighting; intercom; double garage; three bedrooms, mush
by Al Capp
Abner
#t:g4t.
more. Must be seat 753-8706,
,
H-July-3-C
804 North 20th.
•
•.
•
•
••

line
9 07m DO.

vX

07

M. swan POE SAWS

RRAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

Ar

AV Arei
/i
f/

NOTICE

WEDNESDAY - JULY 1, 1970

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

••

.‘N.,••• . ••

SAFTBILT

CLOSED FRIDAY & SATURDAY
July 3 and 4, for the Holiday

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS
Central

t:ks,
•\

•
,

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

EX LUSIVL

753-4199

GAIT') IATLIIR GULF STATION
veciai

of

bmw ions

17,-

000

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.

Qs.ic

"=7'

'I
,

i1ig26, ;INN II

•

a
ii Nor
II
.,. ..
--al
viamomfm

(gAef4,drh

Lir

BY OWNER - three houses in
New Concord on Hwy., 1 two
apartment. 1, nine room house,
both brick 'veneer. 1, three bedroom, large mirage, all have
wall-to-wall carpeting, storm
windows mid doors. insulated.
Priced for quick sale Gardie R.
Jones, Itnut Z Hazel, Kentucky
J uly-3-P
phone 436-2.353.

vl

444,4/

frig
WI

*4:Zwi
753-393Y .1zAtal
.or

•

76% ACRE FARM on Irma
Cobb Road, $14,000.00. Phone
July-3-NC
Mayfield 247-6505.

It

C. 0. BONDURANT Realty &
Tax Service. Member "Multiple
Latins". To buy or sell call
753-9954 or res 753-3460
July-3-C

BIG
SARN5MELL.
.
THE
INSIDE
MAN
AT THE

skunk(
woRks

AH IS WRITIN' TH'
STORY 0'MAH LIFE
- POLKS
ALTHO NOT MAN'
!
KNOWS AH IS L
OR CARES MUCH

‘"
NI

•,.....
:
Alli
i .-...-

_..,

.
''
'---•
'
'
''`
'
a.
•
e
.

, As a chile, ah showed a instink-tive
understandin' of skonks. Ah haint one to put
on airs, but skonks was attracted to me,an'
ah never sensed nothin' onattractive abottt
skonks.
Scentin' mah talent, mah Mammy apprenticed
me at the Skonk Works, whar ah quickly rose
to be Inside Man.
Today, at the sight o' me
- other folksr quickly rises.
Irregardless, ah likes to keep in touch wif
the world, even if the world won't touch me
Wif a ten-foot pole.•
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Quotes From The News Graves Tax
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON —Sen. John Tower, R-Tex., a strong supporter
of the President's war policy, commenting on the Senate passage
of the ciovLsh Cooper-Church Amendment
"The Senate some day will rue what it did."
WASHINGTON — House Republican Leader Gerald Ford, if
strong supporter of President Nixon's war policy, commenting
on the Senate passage of the Cooper-Church Amendment to curb
further Cambodian invasions without congressional authority:
"It's meaningless."
LONDON — Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, telling a British
television interviewer that some Americans should be "separated
and discarded" from society.
• . . should be separated as far as any idea
'These people
that their opinions shall have any effect on the course we follow."
BROWNWOOD, Tex. —Police Chief W. B. Donahoo, reacting
winning
to "Midnight Cowboy" after seeing the Academy Awardfilm four times:
"The movie has no artistic value whatsoever. The pornography
Is hardcore pornography."

Today's
Stock Market

AMERICAN LEGION
--Tbs-Pliducah American Legion
baseball team beat the Murray
American Legion 7-4 in a game
played here Monday night.
Murray held a 2-1 lead until
the sixth inning when the Paducatans scored 5 runs, putting
them in front for good.
Swinging big bats for Murray
were Danny Osborne and Jimmy
Brandon, both with triples, and
Alien Grogan who hit a single
and a double.
Grogan put in a 14 strikeout
effort for the Murray nine. Naas
homered for Paducah and Hall
• ,•
„p„
444
urray's next game will be
I
I t with Union City at Union
City. The team will return home
Friday for a game with Mayfield.

NEW .YORK (UPI)—Stocks
opened mixed in moderate
turnover today.
Shortly after the opening, the
P I
marketwide indicator
showed a gain of 0.06 per cent
on 422 issues crossing the tape.
Advances and declines were
running about,even.
Ss .,
electronics, whilVen
.
tic picked up % to
Polaroid dipped IA to- 52-3f,
while American Researyk surrendered 1A te_45%," Corning
- Glass % to 1571ii, and Walt unchanged at 1278.
in the oils, Jersey Standard
116, AVOli
boiever, added 5,8 to edged up % to 55%, but
Atlantic Richfield slid % to
rails, Penn Central 48% and Occidental Vs lower
while at 14/S.
to 61/
ded 1/4
Bethlehem eased I/s to 22 in
2'
Irs to
Chesapeake & Ohio lost
Northwest
Industries the steel group, while General
40'8.
Motors lost 'is to 62 in the
eased 14 10 10.
Among the airlines, TWA fell motors. Ford fell le to 43%,
'a to 11, while Eastern was Chrysler % to 177e.

COLT LEAGUE

—

WEDNESDAY — JULY 1, 1970

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

More . . .

Montana ... Drinking Drivers To Face
Sober Crackdown Over 4th

The Braves beat the Tigers
(Continued From Page 1)
10-5 and the Giants edged the
(Continued From Page 1)
Pirates 2-1 in Colt League action
charged with violations of
dents
ing, as warm muggy tropical
at the City Park last night.
student code in connection
The Braves and Tigers played the campus disorders from last air continued to stream up
FRANKFORT, Ky. — On the
from the Gulf states through the
almost even ball until the top with
month A ux judicial board Mississippi and Ohio Valleys
of the sixth wheel the Braves had
eve of his departure for the Intercharge
one
him
of
convicted
Virginias.
national Governor's Conference
MAYFIELD, Ky., June 30 — 6 runs to crime the plate. 'Thom- last week but dismissed three and the
today temperatures
!tarty
pson
was
the
Japan, Gov. Louie B. Nunn
Maur
for
the
Bray..
N
ReveDepartment
of
State
The
other charges against him. Al- were in the 70s or higher, and in
said that it will be a new ballnue has refused to certitl..khe es and Robinsoo was the loser though placed on a two-month
as
were still as high as the IllOs
game for police and drinking
1970 property assessment for tax for the Tigers.
probation, Bright will be allowfar north as Southern Minneso- drivers over the upcoming July
A pitching duel between Raypurposes in Graves County
ed to continue as a student and ta and Central Wisconsin.
4 weekend.
despite a $10 million increase burn of the Giants and Gibbs of as student body president.
Meanwhile, a chilly night pre- "Kentucky now has at least
the Pirates developed in the nig- Of the hearings, Bright said
over last year.
Cenand
Northern
the
in
vailed
one breathalizer in every county,
Tax Commissioner William htcap. Rayburn gave up one rim the charges were "discriminattral Rocky Mountains and pla- and I have advised local officials
Cates was notified by J. E. on three hits for the win while ory" because Only students in
temperatteau regions, where
to make the best use of them,
Luckett, state commissioner of Gibbs gave up two runs on 1 hit. leadership positions were callThe Braves meet the Plratasj ed before the judicial board. He ures were in the 40s and 50s. especially during the holiday perrevenue, that this year's total
were
thundershowers
few
A
county property evaluation of in the ftrst game tonight and also charged that the adminis- spotted over the Southern High iods," the governor said.
$202,428,889.00 has been rejected. the Giants play the Tigers in the tration tried to "railroad" some Plains, from Northeast Colora- Nunn alerted local officials to
watch for drinking drivers in
Cates said the 1970 total coun- nightcap. The first game star* of the accused students by holddo to Lake Superior, and in
ing the hearings during the uni- Southern Florida. Other show- May when he launched his campty evaluation for tax purposes at 6:30 p.m.
versity's summer session.
aign against them with the Kenis approximately $10 million
ers fell on the North Pacific
Yugoslav tourism
Safety Coot citilatitig
more than last year's assessCoast and in Eastern New Eng- tucky Traffic
Committee (KTSCC), and he placment of 1192,484,142.1)0.
NEW YORK (UPI) - A total
land.
NOW YOU KNOW
The Graves County tax comof 4,744,000 tourists visited
MArble-aize hail fell early to- ed particular emphasis on the
missioner further states that be
Yugoslavia in 1969, veports the by United Press international day about 25 miles northwest holiday weekends, when highways
are more crowded.
has been notified by James
Yugoidav State Tourist Office.
Some floating masses of sea- of Denver, Colo., near Boulder.
houn, state property tax
They spent 22,433,350 over- weed actually are colonies of Winds gusted up to 48 miles an Concerning widespread use of
chief. Frankfort, and a r e a
the breathalyzer, Nunn said,"We
nights, mostly on the popular individual cells of simple algae hour at Norfolk, Neb.
supervisor, Fred Johnson, PaduTuesday temperatures pushed should have a record-setting numAdriatic Coast, and spent more which have no interdependence
drunketi
cah, that the Department of
than $200 million.
or relationship except that of past the 100-degree mark in ber of convictions for
Revenue want a substantial inparts of the Midwest. At Chica- driving, if the judges and courts
There were 163,990 visitors clinging to each other.
crease in property tax assessgo, Commonwealth Edison Com- are giving their full support. It's
from the United States and
ments- on most property in
pany said customers set an all- In their hands, and if all are coop23,700from Canada. An inGraves County.
President
high record for electrical erating as much as those from
Calvin
Coolidge
time
25
per
crease of
cent in AmerCates said the Department of
as air conditioners were whom we've heard, the campaign
usage
was
sworn
in
by
his
father.
kiit and Canadian visitors is
Revenue recommends the folshould be a great success."
put to heavy duty work.
* 5 *
forecast forma
Meanwhile, at Marfa, Tex-, He said he would review relowing increases in assessments
The first telephone service the 12th World Soaring Cham- sults of the campaign as soon as
of various property in the countorney Ben Lookofsky, to confor the Committee has completed its
ty:
fer with Luckett regarding in California was introduced in pionships were interrupted
1877.
the third straight day The-0U study at the end of the program,
another course of action.
Rural non-farm ProPertY, 00
as rain covered the arele"
The only county property
per cent increase.
Tem BE0pecty,..54414‘400. .-saempt —frees.,suggested is
creases is property that has
crease.
County residential property, 20 changed hands during the past
two years.
per cent increase.
In notifying Cates that the '70
Commercial property, 15 per
•
cent increase.
assessment has been rejected,
Luckett said:
Cams said he is opposed to
—The Department of Revenue
these incrests.es, het added he
has been told that if he refuses has reviewed the recapitulation
to reopen the tax books and in- of Graves County tax rolls submitted by you (Cates) and finds
crease local assessments the
state will withhold county and that it does not meet the requirements of the Constitution,
school funds.
Grade"A"
The G r a v e s tax commis- the statutes, or the Court of Apsioner plans to go to Frankfort peals ruling in the Rusarnan
soon, along with County Judge case that all property must be
4.
Dick Castleman and County At- assessed at fair cash value."

Assessment
Is Rejected

which will come in the middle of
July.
KTSCC officials said the campaign thus far has shown progross and that they expect many
tipsy drivers to be taken off the
roads over the holiday, alagreat
expense to those individuals.
Arthur E. Beard, executive
director for the KTSCC, said the
campaign's far-reaching effect is
evident from the flood of favorable letters reaching the governor's office. Many of the letters,
Beard said, came from local
officiaLs.
He also said that the KTSCC
office has received many newspaper clippings concerning the
campaign and that cooperation
from local officials involved in
the program has been good for
the most part.
New African hotel
YORK (UPI) A new
deluxe hotel, the 232-room
Mont Febx Palace, has been
opened in the Cameroon capital of Yaounde, reports Air
France, which serves more
than 30 African cities from
New York and Paris. The hotel offers complete facilities
for golf, tennis, horseback rid
ing and swimming.
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•• FRYERS

TPRCITBENONE STEAK us $129

Ready-To-Bar-B-Que —

BREAST — QUARTERS _ _ 37rb
LEGS QUARTERS ------33b

MURRAY MANCH

PROTEN

SIRLOIN STEAK

nIR CUT

AND ITS PARENT ASSOCIATION'S
INTEREST PAYDAY FOR LAST 6 MONTHS

5480,834'3

SLICES

CaHAM

Fully Cooked

HAMS
SHANK END

lb.

$119
Sic)

(Whole

lb.

(Butt End

lb. 54e)

TENUND
PR
iO

EARN UP TO

Ka. iNvinBag
POTATO CHIPS
49°
irwrid

,1 HOME
STYLE 4.•
Park bean.
toi t
iElfw

Move Up To Higher Interest Now!

CANNED DRINKS
3 FOR 29°

Van Camp

TUNA

HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAYINGS & LOAN ASSN.
304 E. Main

753.7921

Kraft - Squeeze Bettie

270
350

Rainbow Hamburger

PAPER PLA'TES
FORKS:11500M

NAPKINS

pt'

BAR-B-Q SAUCE is. 39°

12°

CHARCOAL

5 Lbs.
le Lbs.
20 Lbs.

Pt.
Qfs.

LIGHTER

0111Mila
4e
fiso:.

3

KELLOGG'S SEASONED - 3-0z.

ca
lonrs $1

(Plain

Arre- wir.„

* Mk" or Match-Mtn *

RITZ

Read's Salads

CRACKERS

RefiNvy Duty
ID &MAP FOIL

4

43'

APPLE SAUCE
F°

390

le

sossooKs'

57' OXYDOL

Sou'
In

11
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A
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"TRY ME" Size
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group will
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HOME GROWN

SLAW pkg. 19*

TOMATOES
SQUASH
GREEN BEANS
CORN

10-01. 290

Corn Flake Crumbs - -- 250

3 for $1.00

411

20-oz

_

JUICE

POTATO •BEAN - MACARONI

-- OUR LIME WILL BE CLOSED JULY 3rd &

59'

lb

_

R 01

HAWAIIAN
pumm

Bobby Grogan
Community Service-Officer

'4°
0

TOMATO:CATSUP
'°.-49°

MAYONNAISE
59°
Fo ono

DILL CHIPS PULES-

MURRAY BRANCH

1

-

Snider's

MUSTARD
15-oz. can

14111

OUR FINEST - LEAN
tee% PURE

BACON 59c GROUND BEEF

.•••.„
...Am •

WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A PART IN OUR NEXT PAYDAY?
JULY BEGINS A NEW INTEREST PERIOD.

de

WIENERS 49

_eh

as
ARMOUR STAR - 12-ew pkgs.

BACON

89'

STEAK

ARMOUR'S
ALL-MEAT - 12-ea. pkg.

-.0•11••

Bruce Thomas
Manager

99'

la

-rh

IMO

CANTALOUPE
WATERMELONS

Temple
276 F. ei
gular co;
in-day. Jul;
in the E. 41
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